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Abstract
We consider an advection-diffusion equation that is both non-coercive
and advection-dominated. We present a possible numerical approach, to
our best knowledge new, and based on the invariant measure associated
to the original equation. The approach has been summarized in [12]. We
show that the approach allows for an unconditionally well-posed finite
element approximation. We provide a numerical analysis and a set of
comprehensive numerical tests showing that the approach can be stable,
as accurate as, and more robust than a classical stabilization approach.
1 Introduction and motivation
Our purpose is to study the advection-diffusion equation
´∆u` b ¨∇u “ f in Ω, (1)
more specifically in the regime where it is both non-coercive and possibly un-
stable. We present a new numerical strategy, based upon the utilization of
the invariant measure associated to (1), namely the solution σ to the adjoint
equation
´ divp∇σ ` bσq “ 0 in Ω, (2)
supplied with suitable boundary conditions and normalization constraints.
Equation (1) arises in a huge variety of contexts of the engineering sciences,
either in its stationary form (1), or in its time-dependent form. It may also
contain a reaction term c u, with c ě 0. The second order (diffusion) operator
can be chosen more general than a pure Laplacian, in the form of a divergence
operator ´divpA∇¨q, with a suitable matrix-valued function A. All such situa-
tions proceed from straightforward applications of our discussions below, which,
for brevity and clarity, we limit to the simple, stationary case (1).
A typical difficulty associated with equation (1) is the possible lack of coer-
civity of the bilinear form, owing to the presence of the advection term b ¨∇u.
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More severely, not only coercivity, but also stability may be affected by the ad-
vection term, when the latter is “large” in a certain sense. The equation is then
said advection-dominated. Studies abound in the literature, that describe the
theory necessary to prove well-posedness of that problem under those difficult
circumstances. Similarly, the works presenting possible numerical discretization
techniques specifically targeted to this context are countless. Our purpose here
is to propose yet another way of addressing the difficulties mentioned above.
The computational approach we present actually originates from the theoretical
proof of well-posedness of the problem.
As is well-known, a classical proof of the well-posedness of (1), when it is
not coercive, proceeds by the Fredholm alternative. On the other hand, well-
posedness is also, using the Banach-Nečas-Babuška Theorem, equivalent to a
set of two conditions, namely the inf-sup condition
Dα ą 0 such that inf
wPW
sup
vPV
apw, vq
}w}W }v}V
ě α ą 0 (3)
where here
apw, vq “
ˆ
Ω
∇w ¨∇v `
ˆ
Ω
pb ¨∇wq v (4)
and V “W “ H10 pΩq, and the additional condition
@v P V, p@w PW, apw, vq “ 0q ñ v “ 0. (5)
We refer to, e.g., [5, p. 85] for a comprehensive exposition of the theory and
general references therein for the study and approximation of (1). We shall
recall some basic facts in Section 2.1 of this article.
In practice, two questions arise: to prove that the above conditions (3)
and (5) hold, thereby providing a proof of well-posedness that is independent
from Fredholm theory, and to make the constant α in (3) explicit. For this
twofold purpose, the classical argument is to consider the invariant measure as-
sociated to (1), namely the solution σ to (2), satisfying σpxq ě σ ą 0 almost
everywhere in Ω, |Ω|´1
ˆ
Ω
σ “ 1, along with an adequate boundary condi-
tion (think of the natural Neumann boundary condition, but other boundary
conditions might be considered, in particular because of the various boundary
conditions (1) itself may be supplied with). The existence and uniqueness of a
suitable σ follows from the Fredholm theory. In short, (3) is then obtained as
follows. One multiplies (1) by the product σ v and integrates over the domain
Ω:ˆ
Ω
p´∆u`b¨∇uqσv “
ˆ
Ω
σ∇u¨∇v`
ˆ
Ω
p∇σ`σ bq ¨∇u v´
ˆ
BΩ
p∇u¨nqσ v. (6)
The rightmost term cancels out when homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions are imposed on u (and thus on the test function v), which is the setting
we adopt throughout this article. Considering (2), this formally yields
apu, σ uq “
ˆ
Ω
σ |∇u|2 for any u P H10 pΩq, (7)
which readily implies (3), as soon as σ is positive and bounded away from zero.
The classical approach is then to use a finite element discretization that also
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satisfies the inf-sup condition (3), at least for a sufficiently small mesh size h, and
is therefore, “by continuity”, also well-posed, using the same type of argument.
The above observation on how the consideration of the invariant measure
allows to transform the original problem (1) into a coercive problem seems to
not have been exploited computationally (except in the very specific case when
b is irrotational [2], for which σ is then analytically known). This is our purpose
to do so. Formally, (6) and (7) suggest a Petrov-Galerkin formulation of the
problem using test functions of the form σ v instead of a classical Galerkin for-
mulation. (Formally) equivalently, one may perform a Galerkin approximation
of the modified equation
´ divpσ∇uq ` p∇σ ` σ bq ¨∇u “ σ f. (8)
The point is of course that the modified advection field
B “ ∇σ ` σ b
is divergence-free because of (2). Problem (8), complemented by homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, is consequently coercive. And the numerical
analysis of its finite element approximation is amenable to standard arguments.
The definite added value of the approach is that it provides an uncondi-
tionally well-posed approximation, irrespective of the discretization parameter
–the meshsize– adopted for approximating u, provided σ itself is correctly ap-
proximated (which in particular implies that some positivity of σ is preserved
at the discrete level). This unconditional well-posedness may be most useful
in problems where one can only afford a coarse approximation of u. Multi-
scale problems, where the Laplacian operator is replaced by ´divpapx{εq∇ ¨q,
are prototypical examples of such a context. Problems such as inverse prob-
lems, or time-dependent problems (once semi-discretized in time using, say, an
implicit Euler scheme), where the solution to the advection-diffusion equation
is required repeatedly, are also problems of choice for the approach. A rather
coarse approximation might be employed, while the additional computational
workload to solve the adjoint equation (2) is required only once. A definite
improvement of the total computational time may be observed. In addition, in
the advection dominated context, the approach enjoys particular stability prop-
erties that lead to numerical results qualitatively comparable to those obtained
with classical, state-of-the-art stabilization approaches [6, 10, 16]. Our results
show that the approach is accurate, robust and can be made effective in terms of
computational cost. Applications to several other, more general contexts, may
be envisioned.
On the theoretical level, one advantage of the approach is that we can es-
tablish (see Section 3) a complete numerical analysis. In contrast, and to the
best of our knowledge, the added value of a classical stabilized finite element
approximation is not proven theoretically when the advection-diffusion equation
is not coercive.
Our article is articulated as follows. Section 2 collects some preparatory
material. We need to recall a few results, first on the Banach-Nečas-Babuška
theory and the inf-sup condition, and second on the invariant measures that
may be associated to the problem. The former ones are very classical, and we
briefly overview them in Section 2.1. The latter ones are slightly less standard
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and are the purpose of Section 2.2. Of course, the reader familiar with the
theory may easily skip our recollection and directly proceed to Section 3, where
we present the specific discretization we use and analyze theoretically our ap-
proximation strategy. Our main result is Theorem 19. An ingredient of our
numerical analysis is the adaptation to the case of the advection-diffusion equa-
tion with invariant measure σ of classical arguments from [1] that allow for an
error estimate in W 1,ppΩq, p ą 2, of a P1 finite element approximation of σ (see
Proposition 17 below). This extension is, in our opinion, nontrivial and has an
interest on its own. We present its proof in Appendix B. Our final Section 4
presents a comprehensive set of numerical tests that demonstrate the accuracy,
stability and efficiency of the approach.
Our main conclusions are as follows. The approach based upon the precom-
putation of an approximation of σ solution to (2) and next the approximation
of u as the solution to (8) provides with an approximation that is (i) well-posed
unconditionally in the meshsize and amenable to a precise numerical analysis
of convergence, and (ii) as stable and accurate as a direct typical stabilized so-
lution of (1). It is slightly more robust with respect to the mesh size used for
the approximation of u. If the precomputation time for σ is not accounted for,
the approach has an equal computational cost. And if it is, then roughly ten
solutions of the advection-diffusion equation are necessary to make the approach
profitable. In many of the contexts we mentioned above, this is clearly the case.
In short, the approach presented here does not provide spectacular results
but constitutes an interesting, certified and efficient alternative to more estab-
lished approaches. It can be shown to outperform them in certain situations
when only a coarse mesh can be afforded and/or when the advection-diffusion
equation needs to be solved repeatedly.
The present work complements an earlier publication [12] which already
summarized the approach. It provides the numerical analysis of the approach
and extensive numerical tests to assess its performance.
2 Mathematical setting and theoretical results
We consider equation (1) on a domain Ω and for an advection field b that at
least satisfy, throughout the article, the following two conditions:#
Ω is an open bounded domain of Rd, d ě 2;
b P pL8pΩqqd.
(9)
We additionnally assume, in this Section 2, that
Ω is of class C1. (10)
For some of our results of Section 2, we will have to make stronger assumptions
(see in particular (21) below).
The right-hand side f of equation (1) is assumed H´1pΩq. Again, in some
instances, we will need to assume a better regularity (typically LppΩq) on this
function f .
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The boundary conditions we supply (1) with affect the boundary conditions
we need to impose in the definition of the invariant measure(s) we introduce. For
simplicity, our discussion assumes homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
u “ 0 on BΩ, (11)
although other boundary conditions may be considered. As the definition of
the invariant measure σ is essentially a matter of integration by parts (in the
spirit of (6) above), we leave to the reader the adaptation to other boundary
conditions. We emphasize, however, that some of the arguments that follow
might require some additional work.
For the sake of consistency, we are now about to recall a set of basic results
we need, on the inf-sup theory and on the invariant measure. The results are in
particular interesting to motivate the specific discretization approach we intro-
duce. We reiterate that the reader familiar with the classical theory may easily
skip the sequel and directly proceed to Section 3.
2.1 Inf-sup theory
The advection-diffusion equation (1) supplied with the data we have just de-
scribed and the boundary condition (11) can be studied in the context of the
Banach-Nečas-Babuška theory. Defining U “ V “ H10 pΩq,
apu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
∇u ¨∇v ` pb ¨∇uqv, (12)
F pvq “ xf, vyH´1pΩq,H1
0
pΩq , (13)
it leads to a particular case of the general variational formulation:
Find u P U such that, for all v P V , apu, vq “ F pvq, (14)
where U is a Banach space, V is a reflexive Banach space, a P LpU ˆ V ;Rq and
F P V 1. The well-posedness of (1)–(11), recast as (12)–(13)–(14), is known to
be equivalent to the following two conditions:
pBNB1q There exists α ą 0 such that inf
uPH1
0
pΩq
sup
vPH1
0
pΩq
apu, vq
}u}H1pΩq}v}H1pΩq
ě α;
pBNB2q For all v P H10 pΩq,
`
@u P H10 pΩq, apu, vq “ 0
˘
ùñ pv “ 0q.
Introducing a function σ satisfying
(C1) ´div p∇σ ` bσq “ 0 in Ω,
(C2) inf
Ω
σ ą 0,
(C3) for all u P H10 pΩq, (σ u P H
1
0 pΩq and) }σ u}H1pΩq ď Cσ}u}H1pΩq,
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it is easy to see that the conditions pBNB1q and pBNB2q are satisfied in our case.
Using (C3) and (C1), a simple calculation indeed yields, for any u P H10 pΩq,
apu, σuq “
ˆ
Ω
σ∇u ¨∇u´
ˆ
Ω
div p∇σ ` bσq
u2
2
“
ˆ
Ω
σ∇u ¨∇u
ě
´
inf
Ω
σ
¯
}∇u}2L2pΩq
ě C
´
inf
Ω
σ
¯
}u}2H1pΩq.
Using (C2) and (C3), we obtain
apu, σuq
}u}H1pΩq}σu}H1pΩq
ě C
pinfΩ σq
Cσ
ą 0
and thus the inf-sup inequality pBNB1q. The second condition pBNB2q is a
consequence of the maximum principle (see e.g. [7, Theorem 8.1]): a func-
tion v P H10 pΩq that satisfies apu, vq “ 0 for all u P H
1
0 pΩq is a solution to
´div p∇v ` bvq “ 0 in Ω and therefore vanishes.
The following, very classical proposition collects the properties established.
Proposition 1. We assume (9)–(10) and that there exists σ P H1pΩq satisfying
conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3). Then (1)–(11) is well-posed, that is, it has a
unique solution in H10 pΩq, and the map H
´1pΩq Q f ÞÑ u P H10 pΩq is continuous.
Simply observing that one may harmlessly multiply and divide by a func-
tion σ enjoying the properties (C2) and (C3), and that the following formal
integration by parts holds
ˆ
Ω
p´∆u` b ¨∇uqσv “ ´
ˆ
BΩ
p∇u ¨ nqσv `
ˆ
Ω
∇u ¨∇pσvq `
ˆ
Ω
pσ b ¨∇uq v
“ ´
ˆ
BΩ
pσ∇u ¨ nq v `
ˆ
Ω
pσ∇uq ¨∇v `
ˆ
Ω
pp∇σ ` bσq ¨∇uq v
“
ˆ
Ω
p´divpσ∇uqq v `
ˆ
Ω
pp∇σ ` bσq ¨∇uq v,
one readily obtains the following result.
Proposition 2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, (1)–(11) is equivalent
to the problem
´ divpσ∇uq ` p∇σ ` bσq ¨∇u “ σf in Ω, u “ 0 on BΩ, (15)
which is therefore also well-posed.
Note that property (C1) is actually not required to show that (1)–(11)
and (15) are equivalent. This equivalence thus also holds for an approxima-
tion of the invariant measure, a fact we will use in the sequel.
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2.2 On the invariant measure
We now turn to elements of theory regarding the invariant measure σ solution
to (2). As mentioned above, (2) does not completely characterize σ since a
boundary condition and possibly an additional normalization need to be sup-
plied. Because of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition (11) we have
imposed on u for (1), it turns out that we have some flexibility on the boundary
condition we may impose on σ. In other situations, the integration by parts per-
formed to employ the adjoint equation might require more stringent conditions
on σ on the boundary. The adaptation is, as we said, left to the reader.
We are going to consider two different choices for σ, respectively studied in
the next two sections.
2.2.1 First choice of invariant measure
The first case is (formally) defined by#
´ div p∇σ ` bσq “ 0 in Ω,
p∇σ ` bσq ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ,
(16)
with the normalization constraint 
Ω
σ :“ |Ω|´1
ˆ
Ω
σ “ 1, (17)
and the property
inf
Ω
σ ě c ą 0. (18)
The existence (and uniqueness) of such a function σ, along with some additional
regularity properties, is established below. In the subsequent sections, this
function is denoted by σ1.
The classical results concerning this case are contained in the following
Lemma.
Lemma 3 (Theorem 1.1 of [4]). In addition to (9)–(10), we assume that Ω is
connected (for the uniqueness part of our statements). Then
i) There exists σ P H1pΩq, unique up to a multiplicative constant, solution
to (16). Up to a change of sign, we may require σ ą 0 a.e. on Ω;
ii) Let g P pH1pΩqq1. The problem$&%
Find v P H1pΩq such that, for any ϕ P H1pΩq,ˆ
Ω
p∇ϕqT p∇v ` bvq “ xg, ϕypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq,
(19)
admits at least one solution if and only if
xg, 1ypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq “ 0.
In this case, the set of all solutions is v ` Rσ. In addition, the application
g ÞÑ v is a bounded linear map from
V#1 “
!
g P pH1pΩqq1, xg, 1ypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq “ 0
)
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to
H 1´“0pΩq “
"
v P H1pΩq,
ˆ
Ω
v “ 0
*
;
iii) Let f P pH1pΩqq1. The problem$&%
Find u P H1pΩq such that, for any ϕ P H1pΩq,ˆ
Ω
∇ϕ ¨∇u` ϕb ¨∇u “ xf, ϕypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq,
(20)
admits at least one solution (which is unique up to the addition of a con-
stant) if and only if
xf, σypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq “ 0.
In addition, the application f ÞÑ u is a bounded linear map from
V#σ “
!
f P pH1pΩqq1, xf, σypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq “ 0
)
to H 1´
“0
pΩq.
It is easily seen that all assertions are consequences of the Fredholm alternative.
The positivity stated in (i) follows from the maximum principle. A bound from
below on σ may be obtained using stronger assumptions. It is the purpose of
the following lemma.
Lemma 4 (after Theorem 1 of [15]). We assume (9) and that the domain Ω is
of class C2. Then there exists a unique solution σ P W 1,ppΩq X C0pΩq, for all
1 ď p ă `8, to (16) that satisfies max
Ω
σ “ 1. In addition, there exists c ą 0 so
that
σ ě c in Ω.
This solution σ satisfies the conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3).
We immediately remark that the solution, the existence and uniqueness of
which is established in Lemma 4, coïncides with one of the positive solutions
dealt with in Lemma 3. We note also that a renormalization of that solution
can be performed to comply with the constraint (17).
Before we are in position to state our main proposition regarding the mea-
sure defined in (16)–(17)–(18), we need to recall a technical lemma for the
Neumann problem, and next to strengthen the assumptions (9)–(10). The tech-
nical lemma, which will be useful in our proof of Proposition 6 below, is the
following.
Lemma 5 (Chapter I, Theorem 1.10 of [8]). Let Ω be an open, bounded and
connected domain of Rd with a C1,1 boundary. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and let u be a
solution to #
´∆u “ f in Ω,
∇u ¨ n “ g on BΩ,
where f P LppΩq and g P W 1´1{p,ppBΩq satisfy the relation
ˆ
Ω
f `
ˆ
BΩ
g “ 0.
Then u P W 2,ppΩq and there exists a constant C, depending on p and Ω but
independent from f , g and u, such that››››u´  
Ω
u
››››
W 2,ppΩq
ď C
´
}f}LppΩq ` }g}W 1´1{p,ppBΩq
¯
.
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In the sequel of this Section 2, we assume that#
the domain Ω is connected, and of class C2;
b is Lipschitz-continuous on Ω.
(21)
We have the following result:
Proposition 6. Under assumptions (9)–(21), there exists a unique solution
σ P H1pΩq to (16) with the normalization (17). In addition, it satisfies (18).
Furthermore, for all 1 ă p ă `8, we have σ PW 2,ppΩqXC1pΩq and the estimate
}σ}W 2,ppΩq ď C p1` }σ}W 1,ppΩqq, (22)
where C is a constant depending on p, Ω and
}b}LippΩq “ sup
xPΩ
|bpxq| ` sup
x‰yPΩ
|bpxq ´ bpyq|
|x´ y|
.
Proof. Lemma 4 yields the existence and uniqueness of σ P W 1,ppΩq X C0pΩq,
1 ď p ă `8, solution to (16)–(17), and states that (18) holds. The point here
is to prove that σ P W 2,ppΩq for all 1 ă p ă `8, and that the estimate (22)
holds true. Since $&% ´∆σ “ div pbσq in Ω,
 
Ω
σ “ 1,
∇σ ¨ n “ ´pb ¨ nqσ on BΩ,
we may apply Lemma 5. Using in particular that b PW 1,8pΩq, we obtain that
}div pbσq}LppΩq ď }b}W 1,8pΩq}σ}LppΩq ` }b}L8pΩq}∇σ}LppΩq ď C }σ}W 1,ppΩq
using the Leibniz formula and the Hölder inequality, while
}pb ¨ nqσ}W 1´1{p,ppBΩq ď C}σ}W 1,ppΩq
is a consequence of the Sobolev trace theorems and the Lipschitz regularity of
b on the closed domain Ω. Lemma 5 therefore implies σ P W 2,ppΩq and (22).
Since p can be taken arbitrary large, we also have σ P C1pΩq.
For the numerical analysis of the approach performed in Section 3, we need
the following extension of Proposition 6, making precise the continuity of the so-
lutions to the advection-diffusion equation and its adjoint equation with respect
to their respective right-hand sides.
Proposition 7. Let p be such that 1 ă p ă `8 if d “ 2 and 2d{pd ` 2q ď
p ă `8 otherwise. Assuming (9)–(21) and letting σ be the unique solution
to (16)–(17), we have the following results:
i) for all f P LppΩq such that
ˆ
Ω
f “ 0, there exists a unique v P H1pΩq
solution to $&% ´ div p∇v ` bvq “ f in Ω,
 
Ω
v “ 1,
p∇v ` bvq ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ.
(23)
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In addition, v PW 2,ppΩq and we have the estimate
}v ´ σ}W 2,ppΩq ď C}f}LppΩq, (24)
where C is a constant depending on p, Ω and }b}
LippΩq;
ii) for all f P LppΩq such that
ˆ
Ω
f σ “ 0, there exists a unique u P H1pΩq
solution to $&% ´∆u` b ¨∇u “ f in Ω,
 
Ω
u “ 1,
∇u ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ.
It satisfies u PW 2,ppΩq and we have the estimate
}u´ 1}W 2,ppΩq ď C}f}LppΩq, (25)
where C is a constant depending on p, Ω and }b}L8pΩq.
Remark 8. When d ě 3, the range 1 ă p ă 2d{pd ` 2q is not covered by the
above proposition, and we will not need this case in the sequel. We remark that
the existence of a solution to (23) for such p could be shown by regularization.
Let f P LppΩq of mean zero. Consider a sequence fn P L
qpΩq with q ě 2d{pd`2q,
of mean zero and such that lim
nÑ8
}fn ´ f}LppΩq “ 0. Problem (23) is then well-
posed for such fn. We are then left with passing to the limit n Ñ 8 in (23),
which can be done using Lemma 5. The other assertions of the above proposition
likewise hold.
Proof. Introducing w “ v ´ σ, the point for proving assertion (i) is to consider$&% ´ div p∇w ` bwq “ f in Ω,
 
Ω
w “ 0,
p∇w ` bwq ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ.
(26)
The right hand side f belongs to LppΩq for exponents p that have been chosen
so that, by the Sobolev embeddings, f P pH1pΩqq1. Lemma 3 therefore shows
the existence and uniqueness of w P H1pΩq, and the fact that
}w}H1pΩq ď C}f}pH1pΩqq1 ď C}f}LppΩq. (27)
We next rewrite (26) as$&% ´∆w “ div pbwq ` f in Ω,
 
Ω
w “ 0,
∇w ¨ n “ ´pb ¨ nqw on BΩ.
To apply Lemma 5, we distinguish two cases, whether 1 ă p ď 2 or p ą 2.
Suppose first that 1 ă p ď 2. Hölder inequalities and (27) show that
}div pbwq ` f}LppΩq ď }b}W 1,8pΩq}w}W 1,ppΩq ` }f}LppΩq
ď C}w}H1pΩq ` }f}LppΩq ď C}f}LppΩq.
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In addition, using again (27) and the fact that b is Lipschitz regular on the
closed domain Ω, we get
}pb ¨ nqw}W 1´1{p,ppBΩq ď C }w}W 1,ppΩq ď C }w}H1pΩq ď C}f}LppΩq.
Lemma 5 therefore implies that w PW 2,ppΩq with
}w}W 2,ppΩq ď C
`
}div pbwq ` f}LppΩq ` }pb ¨ nqw}W 1´1{p,ppBΩq
˘
ď C}f}LppΩq.
This readily yields (24), in the case when 1 ă p ď 2.
We now turn to the case p ą 2. Hölder inequalities show that, for any
2 ď q ď p, we have
}div pbwq ` f}LqpΩq ď }b}W 1,8pΩq}w}W 1,qpΩq ` }f}LqpΩq. (28)
In addition, because b is Lipschitz regular on the closed domain Ω, we get
}pb ¨ nqw}W 1´1{q,qpBΩq ď C }w}W 1,qpΩq (29)
for any 2 ď q ď p.
Setting q “ 2 in (28) and (29) and using that w P H1pΩq, we are in position
to use Lemma 5, which implies that w P H2pΩq with
}w}H2pΩq ď C
`
}div pbwq ` f}L2pΩq ` }pb ¨ nqw}W 1´1{2,2pBΩq
˘
ď Cp}w}H1pΩq ` }f}L2pΩqq
ď C}f}LppΩq. (30)
Using the Sobolev embeddings, we deduce that w PW 1,qpΩq for any 2 ď q ă 8
if d “ 2, and w PW 1,q
‹
pΩq for q‹ “ 2d{pd´ 2q otherwise.
If d “ 2, we deduce from (30) that
}w}W 1,ppΩq ď Cp}w}H2pΩq ď C}f}LppΩq. (31)
We set q “ p in (28) and (29) and use Lemma 5, which implies that w PW 2,ppΩq
with
}w}W 2,ppΩq ď C
`
}div pbwq ` f}LppΩq ` }pb ¨ nqw}W 1´1{p,ppBΩq
˘
ď Cp}w}W 1,ppΩq ` }f}LppΩqq
ď C}f}LppΩq
where we have used (31). We have thus proved (24), in the case when p ą 2
and d “ 2.
If d ą 2, we deduce from (30) that
}w}W 1,q‹ pΩq ď C}w}H2pΩq ď C}f}LppΩq. (32)
If q‹ ě p, we proceed as above and readily obtain (24). If q‹ ă p, we set q “ q‹
in (28) and (29) and use Lemma 5, which implies that w PW 2,q
‹
pΩq with
}w}W 2,q‹ pΩq ď C
´
}div pbwq ` f}Lq‹pΩq ` }pb ¨ nqw}W 1´1{q‹ ,q‹ pBΩq
¯
ď Cp}w}W 1,q‹ pΩq ` }f}Lq‹pΩqq
ď C}f}LppΩq
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where we have used (32). Using again the Sobolev embeddings, we deduce that
w P W 1,q
‹‹
pΩq for 1{q‹‹ “ 1{q‹ ´ 1{d “ 1{2´ 2{d if d ą 4, and for any q‹‹ ě 2
otherwise. Iterating the argument a sufficient number of times, we prove (24)
in the case p ą 2 and d ą 2. This concludes the proof of assertion (i).
The proof of assertion (ii) proceeds similarly.
2.2.2 Second choice of invariant measure
In the case where div b “ 0, Problem (1) is coercive, and the introduction
of an equivalent problem using the invariant measure seems unnecessary (our
numerical results will however show that using σ1 solution to (16)–(17) indeed
shows itself useful). Put differently, one intuitive choice of invariant measure
is then σ “ 1. Since σ “ 1 is not necessary solution to (16) in that case, we
consider another choice of invariant measure.
The invariant measure σ that we now aim to use (and which we will denote
by σ2 in the sequel of this article) is a solution to$’’’&’’’%
´ div p∇σ ` bσq “ 0 in Ω,
p∇σ ` bσq ¨ n “ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n on BΩ,
inf
Ω
σ ą 0.
(33)
Two remarks are in order. First, we note that σ needs not satisfy
 
Ω
σ “ 1
since, in essence, this normalization constraint does not affect (8) nor a fortiori
the original problem. Second, it is evident that σ solution to (33) is constant
if div b “ 0, a property that has precisely motivated the consideration of this
alternate invariant measure.
Because of the constraint of positivity, we are unable to directly prove the ex-
istence of σ solution to (33). We therefore circumvent this theoretical difficulty
by temporarily considering the same problem, but without the sign constraint
and with the specific normalization
 
Ω
σ “ 1 (see (34) below). In a second stage,
we will modify the function (adding some term involving σ1, see Corollary 11
below) in order to obtain positivity (possibly at the price of losing the normal-
ization). We already notice that, when discretizing the problems and solving
them numerically, we will proceed similarly. Since the practical implementation
of (33), involving a sign constraint, would be delicate, we will first approximate
numerically the solution to (34) below and next combine it with the numerical
approximation of the solution to (16)–(17)–(18) to obtain an approximation to
the solution to (33). This will be made precise in Section 3.
Let us consider the problem$’’&’’%
´ div p∇σ02 ` bσ
0
2q “ 0 in Ω,
 
Ω
σ02 “ 1,
p∇σ02 ` bσ
0
2q ¨ n “ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n on BΩ.
(34)
We have the following proposition, the proof of which is similar to that of
Proposition 6 and which we therefore skip (note that the well-posedness of (34)
in H1pΩq is a direct consequence of Lemma 3(ii)):
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Proposition 9. Under assumptions (9)–(21), there exists a unique σ02 P H
1pΩq
solution to (34). For any 1 ă p ă `8, this solution satisfies σ02 P W
2,ppΩq X
C1pΩq and we have the following estimate:
}σ02}W 2,ppΩq ď C
˜
1` }σ02}W 1,ppΩq `
››››b ¨ n´  
BΩ
b ¨ n
››››
W 1´1{p,ppBΩq
¸
,
where C is a constant depending on p, Ω and }b}LippΩq. In addition, the solution
to (34) satisfies conditions (C1) and (C3).
Likewise, the following proposition holds, with a proof that mimics that of
Proposition 7:
Proposition 10. Let 1 ă p ă `8 if d “ 2 and 2d{pd`2q ď p ă `8 otherwise.
Assume (9)–(21). For all f P LppΩq such that
ˆ
Ω
f “ 0, there exists a unique
v P H1pΩq solution to$’’&’’%
´ div p∇v ` bvq “ f in Ω,
 
Ω
v “ 1,
p∇v ` bvq ¨ n “ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n on BΩ.
This solution belongs to W 2,ppΩq and satisfies
}v ´ σ02}W 2,ppΩq ď C}f}LppΩq, (35)
where σ02 is the solution to (34) and C is a constant depending on p, Ω and
}b}
LippΩq.
Of course, all what matters in the above estimation (35) is that
 
Ω
v “
 
Ω
σ02
and not the actual value of that integral.
We now eventually obtain a solution to (33), modifying σ02 in a suitable
manner. This is the purpose of our next result.
Corollary 11. Let σ02 (resp. σ1) be the solution to (34) (resp. to (16)–(17)).
Under assumptions (9)–(21), the set of solutions to (33) reads as!
σ02 ` κσ1, κ P R such that inf
Ω
pσ02 ` κσ1q ą 0
)
.
The proof of Corollary 11 is immediate. Let σ be a solution to (33). Then
σ ´ σ02 is a solution to (16), and we are then in position to use Lemma 3,
noticing that the necessary value of κ is κ “
 
Ω
σ ´ 1. The converse inclusion
is straightforward.
We finally define σ2 solution to (33) as
σ2 “ σ
0
2 ` κ
‹ σ1, (36)
where
κ‹ “ 1` inf
!
κ P R such that inf
Ω
pσ02 ` κσ1q ą 0
)
.
Of course this is an arbitrary choice. In practice, some suitable κ (and thus σ2)
will be used. The numerical analysis will account for this.
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3 Discretization and numerical analysis
Practically, we implement a finite element Galerkin approximation uH of the
solution u to the coercive equivalent modified problem (15). Since, in most
of the cases, the invariant measure σ is not known analytically, we first seek
a Galerkin approximation of σ (we will describe later in this article how this
approximation is obtained, for each of the two cases σ ” σ1 and σ ” σ2). We
denote by H and h the mesh sizes for these two approximations, respectively.
We have in mind that H " h, in order to be as efficient as possible. This
is made possible by the uniform well-posedness of the discrete problem in uH
(see Proposition 12 below). In practice, we will observe that we may indeed
choose H one order of magnitude larger, say, than h.
We begin with making precise the approximation uH , for a given approxi-
mation σh of σ. The discrete variational formulation reads as:
Find uH P UH such that, for all vH P UH , asspσh;uH , vHq “ F pσhvHq, (37)
where F is defined by (13) and ass is defined by (38) below.
We assume throughout this section that the discretization space UH in (37)
is a subspace of H10 pΩq. In our actual implementation, the above formulation
will be possibly slightly modified to account for a stabilization performed when
computing σh. This will be made precise in the next section, in formulae (79)–
(80). As will be mentioned there, this potential modification does not modify
the numerical analysis we perform in the present section.
In the left hand side of (37), we have denoted
asspσh;uH , vHq “
ˆ
Ω
σh∇uH ¨∇vH `Bh ¨
p∇uHqvH ´ p∇vHquH
2
, (38)
Bh “ ∇σh ` σh b. (39)
The classical skew-symmetric formulation of the advection part is adopted in
order to ensure that asspσh;uH , uHq “
ˆ
Ω
σh |∇uH |
2 and thus that the problem
is coercive at the discrete level whenever σh is positive and bounded away from
zero. A simple application of standard arguments therefore shows the following
well-posedness of the discretization. The point is, this well-posedness is uniform
in the mesh size H , a property that is of major practical interest.
Proposition 12. Assume (9). Consider σh an approximation of σ P H
1pΩq
such that inf
Ω
σh ą 0. Then asspσh; ¨, ¨q is coercive in H
1
0 pΩq and (37) is well-
posed, uniformly in H.
We now proceed with the numerical analysis of (37).
3.1 Numerical analysis in the case when the invariant
measure is analytically known
To begin with, we temporarily assume that we know σ analytically, meaning we
replace Bh given by (39) by B “ ∇σ ` σ b in the second term of (38) (and we
likewise replace σh by σ in the first term of (38)). Otherwise stated, we replace
σh by σ in (37).
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Proposition 13. Assume (9)–(21) and that σh ” σ in (37). Let u be the
solution to (15) and uH be the solution to (37). Then, for any p ą d, we have
the estimate
}u´ uH}H1pΩq ď C
„
}σ}L8pΩq ` }∇σ ` σ b}LppΩq
infΩ σ

inf
vHPUH
}u´ vH}H1pΩq, (40)
with a constant C that only depends on Ω and p.
Note that, in view of Lemma 4, the assumptions (9)–(21) imply that σ1
satisfies the conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3). Likewise, in view of (36), Lemma 4
and Proposition 9, σ2 satisfies the conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3). In particular,
for both choices σ ” σ1 and σ ” σ2, we have inf
Ω
σ ą 0.
Proof. As divB “ 0, we note that the problem
Find u P H10 pΩq such that, for all v P H
1
0 pΩq, asspσ;u, vq “ F pσ vq
is a variational formulation of the modified problem (15). Since σh ” σ, Prob-
lem (37) is the Galerkin approximation of (15) in UH . We note that the bilinear
form asspσ; ¨, ¨q is coercive, while, for all u and v in H
1
0 pΩq, we have
asspσ;u, vq ď }σ}L8pΩq}∇u}L2pΩq}∇v}L2pΩq ` }∇σ ` σ b}LppΩq}∇u}L2pΩq }v}LqpΩq
ď
`
}σ}L8pΩq ` Cp,Ω }∇σ ` σ b}LppΩq
˘
}u}H1pΩq}v}H1pΩq, (41)
where 1{p` 1{q “ 1{2 and, for the Sobolev embedding to hold, q ă 2d{pd´ 2q
which amounts to p ą d. Classical results of numerical analysis of coercive
problems then allow to conclude, using the Céa lemma.
The following corollary makes precise how the LppΩq norm in the right hand
side of (40) may be bounded from above by the H1pΩq norm of σ, because of the
particular properties of σ. When the discretized approximation σh is reinstated
in place of σ, this part of the argument will become substantially more difficult.
We will return to this later.
Corollary 14. In addition to the assumptions of Proposition 13, we assume
that the ambient dimension is d “ 2 or 3. Then, we have
}u´ uH}H1pΩq ď C
ˆ
}σ}L8pΩq ` }σ}H1pΩq ` Cσ
infΩ σ
˙
inf
vHPUH
}u´ vH}H1pΩq,
where C is a constant independent of H and
Cσ “
$’&’%
0 if σ ” σ1,››››b ¨ n´  
BΩ
b ¨ n
››››
H1{2pBΩq
if σ ” σ2.
Proof. Using [8, Corollary 3.7], we know that B “ ∇σ ` σ b satisfies
}B}H1pΩq ď C
`
}B}L2pΩq ` }divB}L2pΩq ` }curlB}L2pΩq ` }B ¨ n}H1{2pBΩq
˘
.
We notice that, on the one hand, divB “ 0, by definition of σ, while, on
the other hand, curlB “ curl pσ bq, thus, given the Lipschitz regularity of b,
}curlB}L2pΩq ď C }σ}H1pΩq. We therefore obtain
}B}H1pΩq ď C
`
}σ}H1pΩq ` }B ¨ n}H1{2pBΩq
˘
.
Finally, because d ď 3, we may find p such that d ă p ď 2d{pd ´ 2q, thus
}B}LppΩq ď C}B}H1pΩq, which proves the result.
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3.2 Numerical analysis in the case when the invariant
measure is numerically approximated
We now return to the case when the invariant measure is only approximated
numerically. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case when the
approximation space for σ is a P1 finite element space associated to a polyhedral
mesh of Ω. In this case, Ω is thus a polygon, and it cannot be of class C1 or C2,
as assumed previously in (10) or (21).
In the sequel of this Section 3.2, we assume, in addition to (9), that$’&’%
the domain Ω is connected, convex and polyhedral;
b is Lipschitz-continuous on Ω;
the ambient dimension satisfies 2 ď d ď 3.
(42)
We also assume that
The conclusions of Propositions 6, 7, 9 and 10 hold. (43)
A few remarks are in order.
First, we point out that (43) is not a consequence of Section 2, as we now
do not assume (21).
Second, (43) obviously holds in the case b “ 0. In that case, there exists a
unique solution to (16)–(17) (resp. to (34)) which is σ1 “ 1 (resp. σ
0
2 “ 1).
Third, when }b}LippΩq is sufficiently small, then (43) again holds. For the
sake of brevity, we only sketch the proof for Proposition 6. To construct the
invariant measure, consider the following iterations: set σ0 “ 1, and define σm`1
as the unique solution in H1pΩq to the problem
´∆σm`1 “ div pbσmq in Ω, ∇σm`1 ¨n “ ´bσm ¨n on BΩ,
 
Ω
σm`1 “ 1.
It is easy to see that
}∇pσm`1 ´ σmq}L2pΩq ď }b}L8pΩq}σ
m ´ σm´1}L2pΩq.
Since the mean of σm´σm´1 vanishes, we can use the Poincaré-Wirtinger (PW)
inequality, from which we deduce that
}∇pσm`1 ´ σmq}L2pΩq ď CPW}b}L8pΩq}∇pσ
m ´ σm´1q}L2pΩq.
Assume that b is such that CPW}b}L8pΩq ă 1. Then σ
m converges to some σ‹
in H1pΩq, which is a solution to (16)–(17). The uniqueness of such a solution
is easily obtained, again as a consequence of the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality
and of the fact that CPW}b}L8pΩq ă 1. Furthermore, for any v P H
1pΩq, we
have ˆ
Ω
∇pσ‹ ´ 1q ¨∇v “ ´
ˆ
Ω
pσ‹ ´ 1q b ¨∇v ´
ˆ
Ω
b ¨∇v.
Choosing v “ σ‹ ´ 1, we get
}∇pσ‹ ´ 1q}L2pΩq ď CPW}b}L8pΩq}∇pσ
‹ ´ 1q}L2pΩq ` }b}L8pΩq,
and thus }σ‹ ´ 1}H1pΩq ď
b
1` C2PW
}b}L8pΩq
1´ CPW}b}L8pΩq
.
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We now prove that σ‹ P H2pΩq. Considering the Neumann problem
´∆pσ‹ ´ 1q “ div pbσ‹q in Ω, ∇pσ‹ ´ 1q ¨ n “ ´bσ‹ ¨ n on BΩ,
we observe, as in the proof of Proposition 6 and using the regularity of b, that
}div pbσ‹q}L2pΩq ď C }b}W 1,8pΩq }σ
‹}H1pΩq
while
}pb ¨ nqσ‹}H1{2pBΩq ď C}b}LippΩq }σ
‹}H1pΩq,
where C is independent of b. Thanks to the assumption (42) on Ω, we are in
position to use [5, Theorem 3.12], which implies that σ‹ ´ 1 P H2pΩq and
}σ‹ ´ 1}H2pΩq ď C
`
}div pbσ‹q}L2pΩq ` }pb ¨ nqσ
‹}H1{2pBΩq
˘
ď C
´
}b}W 1,8pΩq ` }b}LippΩq
¯
}σ‹}H1pΩq
ď C}b}LippΩq
ˆ
1`
}b}L8pΩq
1´ CPW}b}L8pΩq
˙
.
Similar estimates in W 2,ppΩq can be shown using [5, Remark 3.13(ii)].
To show that Proposition 6 holds, we are now left with showing (18). Thanks
to the Sobolev injections when 2 ď d ď 3, we have }σ‹ ´ 1}C0pΩq ď C}σ
‹ ´
1}H2pΩq. Thus, when b is sufficiently small, then }σ
‹ ´ 1}C0pΩq is small as well
and (18) holds. We can thus conclude that Proposition 6 holds.
3.2.1 Preliminary estimate
In what follows, we proceed under the assumptions (9)–(42)–(43). The analo-
gous result to that of Proposition 13 is stated in the following.
Proposition 15. Assume (9)–(42)–(43). Consider σh an approximation of
σ P H1pΩq such that inf
Ω
σh ą 0. Let u be the solution to (1)–(11) (or equiva-
lently (15)) and uH be the solution to (37), for some f P L
2pΩq. For any p ą d,
we have the estimate
}u´ uH}H1pΩq ď
C
infΩ σh
}f}L2pΩq}σ ´ σh}LppΩq
` C inf
vHPUH
«ˆ
1`
~σ~p
infΩ σh
˙
}u´ vH}H1pΩq `
~σ ´ σh~p
infΩ σh
}vH}H1pΩq
ff
,
(44)
where C only depends on p and Ω, and where we have used the notation
~σ~p “ }σ}L8pΩq ` }∇σ ` bσ}LppΩq.
Proof. We note that u P H10 pΩq satisfies
@v P H10 pΩq, asspσ;u, vq “ F pσvq,
while uH P UH satisfies
@vH P UH , asspσh;uH , vHq “ F pσhvHq.
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Applying the first Strang Lemma (see [5, Lemma 2.27]), we have
}u´ uH}H1pΩq ď
1
CΩ infΩ σh
sup
wHPUH
ˇˇ´
Ω
fpσ ´ σhqwH
ˇˇ
}wH}H1pΩq
` inf
vHPUH
«ˆ
1`
}σ}L8pΩq ` Cp,Ω }B}LppΩq
CΩ infΩ σh
˙
}u´ vH}H1pΩq
`
1
CΩ infΩ σh
sup
wHPUH
|asspσ ´ σh; vH , wHq|
}wH}H1pΩq
ff
, (45)
where B “ ∇σ ` bσ, CΩ is the Poincaré constant of Ω (so that CΩ infΩ σh is a
coercivity constant of asspσh; ¨, ¨q on UH) and Cp,Ω is the constant introduced
in (41). When we take σh ” σ, this estimation of course agrees with the
estimation we have already established, independently, for Proposition 13.
For the first term of the right-hand side of (45), we notice that, for all
wH P UH and p ą d (thus 1{q “ 1{2´ 1{p ă 1{2´ 1{d), we haveˇˇˇˇˆ
Ω
fpσ ´ σhqwH
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }f}L2pΩq}σ ´ σh}LppΩq}wH}LqpΩq
ď Cp,Ω}f}L2pΩq}σ ´ σh}LppΩq}wH}H1pΩq. (46)
The rightmost term of (45) is estimated similarly:
|asspσ ´ σh; vH , wHq|
ď
`
}σ ´ σh}L8pΩq ` Cp,Ω }B ´Bh}LppΩq
˘
}vH}H1pΩq }wH}H1pΩq, (47)
where Bh “ ∇σh ` bσh. Combining (45), (46) and (47) gives the desired esti-
mate.
3.2.2 Estimation of σ ´ σh
The estimation of ∇pσ ´ σhq in L
ppΩq, for some p ą d, is the crucial ingredient
we now need to proceed with the estimation of the right-hand side of (44). This
estimation is the main purpose of Proposition 17 below. We emphasize that
the result is not immediate and its proof instructive. Before stating this result,
we first detail how σh is defined and provide in Proposition 16 below a classical
error estimate on σ ´ σh in H
1pΩq.
We introduce the bilinear form
a‹pu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
p∇u ` buq ¨∇v, (48)
which is formally the adjoint of the bilinear form a defined by (4), in the sense
that a‹pu, vq “ apv, uq. We note that the invariant measure σ1 solution to (16)–
(17)–(18) satisfies
@v P H1pΩq, a‹pσ1, vq “ 0
while the invariant measure σ02 solution to (34) satisfies
@v P H1pΩq, a‹pσ02 , vq “
ˆ
BΩ
g v
with g “ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n on BΩ.
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Proposition 16. We assume that (9)–(42)–(43) hold. Let Σh be the P
1 ap-
proximation space associated to a regular quasi-uniform polyhedral mesh of Ω
and
Vh “
"
u P Σh,
 
Ω
u “ 1
*
.
Let σ denote either the solution to (16)–(17)–(18) (in which case we set g “ 0)
or the solution to (34) (in which case we set g “ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n on BΩ).
For h sufficiently small, there exists a unique σh P Vh (which is the Galerkin
approximation of σ) solution to
@vh P Σh, a
‹pσh, vhq “
ˆ
BΩ
g vh. (49)
Furthermore, we have, for h sufficiently small,
}σ ´ σh}H1pΩq ď Ch}σ}H2pΩq (50)
where C is independent of h.
The proof of Proposition 16 is postponed until Appendix A. We now turn
to the estimation of ∇pσ ´ σhq in L
ppΩq.
Proposition 17. Under the assumptions of Proposition 16, for all 2 ă p ă `8,
the estimate
}σ ´ σh}W 1,ppΩq ď Ch}σ}W 2,ppΩq (51)
holds for h sufficiently small, where C is independent of h.
Before giving the actual proof of Proposition 17, we first discuss this result
and describe various strategies to prove it.
We emphasize that, to the best of our knowledge, this result is not present
in the literature. There exist many contributions establishing W 1,p estimates
between the solution of a linear PDE and its finite element approximation, for
problems posed with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, or problems
posed with Neumann boundary conditions and including a zero-order term.
In [19], the author considers the Neumann problem
´∆v ` v “ f in Ω, ∇v ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ, (52)
while the Dirichlet problem
´∆v “ f in Ω, v “ 0 on BΩ,
is studied in [13, 14, 17]. A more general PDE (including an advection term and
a zero-order term, but again with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions)
is considered in [1, Chap. 8]. All these problems are well-posed (under appro-
priate assumptions) for any sufficiently regular right-hand side. We note that
the proofs contained in the contributions we have cited consider the problem of
interest (e.g. (52) in [19]) for several right-hand sides, and not only the right-
hand side f originally considered. In contrast, Problem (19) is well-posed only
for right-hand sides satisfying some compatibility conditions (see Lemma 3).
This is one of the reasons why the proof of Proposition 17 is not immediate.
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Another contribution we wish to cite is [8, Theorem A.2 p. 101]. Taking
some sufficiently regular functions f and g such that the compatibility conditionˆ
Ω
f `
ˆ
BΩ
g “ 0 holds, the authors consider the Neumann problem
´∆v “ f in Ω, ∇v ¨ n “ g on BΩ (53)
and state a W 1,p estimate between v and its finite element approximation vh
(chosen such that
ˆ
Ω
vh “
ˆ
Ω
v): there exists C independent of h such that
}vh ´ v}W 1,ppΩq ď Ch}v}W 2,ppΩq. (54)
There are (at least) two ways to prove Proposition 17. A first possibility
is to assume that }b}LippΩq is small enough. Under this assumption (which
is restrictive since we precisely aim in this article at considering non-coercive
problems (1) where b is not small) and using (54), the proof of (51) is short.
For the sake of brevity, we only consider the invariant measure σ1 solution
to (16)–(17)–(18). We introduce the sequence σm P H1pΩq defined by
´∆σm`1 “ div pbσmq in Ω, ∇σm`1 ¨ n “ ´bσm ¨ n on BΩ,
 
Ω
σm`1 “ 1,
(55)
with σ0 “ 1. Since b is small enough, it turns out that σm converges to σ1,
solution to (16)–(17). In addition, the above problem is of the type (53), so we
will be in position to use (54).
Consider the sequence σmh P Σh defined by
@v P Σh,
ˆ
Ω
∇σm`1h ¨∇v “ ´
ˆ
Ω
σmh b ¨∇v,
 
Ω
σm`1h “ 1, (56)
with σ0h “ 1, which converges to σ1,h, solution to (49) with g “ 0. Using the
result (54) given in [8, Theorem A.2 p. 101], one can eventually show that
}σm`1h ´ σ
m`1}W 1,ppΩq ď C}b}LippΩq
`
}σmh ´ σ
m}W 1,ppΩq ` h}σ
m}W 1,ppΩq
˘
(57)
for some C independent of h and b. Note that the right-hand sides of (55) and
(56) are different, so the intermediate problem
´∆σm`1 “ div pbσmh q in Ω, ∇σ
m`1 ¨ n “ ´bσmh ¨ n on BΩ,
 
Ω
σm`1 “ 1,
has to be introduced to prove (57). Passing to the limit m Ñ 8 in (57), and
using again that }b}LippΩq is sufficiently small, we obtain (51).
A second possibility, which is the one we follow here, is based on considering
the following problem, that we write in a compact form as Lη σ
η,f “ f :#
´ div p∇ση,f ` bση,f q ` ηση,f “ f in Ω,
p∇ση,f ` bση,f q ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ,
(58)
for any 0 ă η ď 1. Problem (58) is well-posed for any sufficiently regular
function f (in particular, there is no compatibility condition on f). Let ση,fh P
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Σh be the P1 finite element approximation of σ
η,f . It is then possible to adapt
the proof of [1, Chap. 8] to this case, and show that there exists a constant Cη
independent of h and f (but a priori depending on η) such that
}ση,fh ´ σ
η,f }W 1,ppΩq ď Cη h }σ
η,f }W 2,ppΩq. (59)
We now sketch the proof of (51), in the case of the invariant measure σ1 solution
to (16)–(17)–(18). The proof is based on the introduction of iterations of the
type (55), with the operator Lη of (58) instead of the Laplacian operator:
Lη σ
m`1
η “ ησ
m
η
for some η sufficiently small. We refer to (64) below for details. The proof then
proceeds as in the case b small above, the pivotal estimate (54) being replaced
by (59). We emphasize that we take η sufficiently small, but we do not need to
take the limit η Ñ 0.
We now proceed in details. For any 0 ă η ď 1, we introduce the bilinear
form
a‹ηpu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
p∇u ` buq ¨∇v ` η
ˆ
Ω
u v. (60)
We have the following result:
Proposition 18. We assume that (9)–(42)–(43) hold. Let u P H1pΩq and
uh P Σh such that
@v P Σh, a
‹
ηpu´ uh, vq “ 0. (61)
Let 2 ď p ă 8 and assume that u PW 1,ppΩq. Then, there exists Cη and h0pηq,
that both depend on η, such that, for any 0 ă h ă h0pηq, we have
}∇uh}LppΩq ď Cη }∇u}LppΩq. (62)
Assume furthermore that u PW 2,ppΩq. Then
}∇pu´ uhq}LppΩq ď Cη h }u}W 2,ppΩq. (63)
The proof of Proposition 18 is postponed until Appendix B. It follows the
arguments of [1, Chap. 8]. Most presumably, a similar result can be obtained
when 1 ă p ă 2, using duality arguments as in [1, Sec. 8.5]. We do not need
such a result here, and therefore do not proceed in that direction.
We are now in position to prove Proposition 17.
Proof of Proposition 17. We define the function g on BΩ by g ” 0 in the case
of the invariant measure σ1 and g “ g2 :“ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n on BΩ in the case of
the invariant measure σ02 . Let 2 ă p ă 8 and let η ą 0 be small enough in a
sense made precise below. The proof falls in three steps.
Step 1. Consider the following iterations: set σ0η “ 1 and define σ
m`1
η as the
unique solution to the problem$&%
Find σm`1η P H
1pΩq such that, for any v P H1pΩq,
a‹ηpσ
m`1
η , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
σmη v `
ˆ
BΩ
gv.
(64)
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Lemma 24 in Appendix B below ensures that the above problem is well-posed
(the bilinear form a‹η satisfying an inf-sup condition in H
1pΩq) and that, if η is
sufficiently small, σmη P W
2,ppΩq for any m. Taking v ” 1 in (64), we observe
that
 
Ω
σmη “ 1 for any m. Furthermore, we see that
@v P H1pΩq, a‹pσm`1η , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
pσmη ´ σ
m`1
η q v `
ˆ
BΩ
gv.
Using Proposition 7 in the case g ” 0 (resp. Proposition 10 in the case g “ g2),
we get
}σm`1η ´ σ}W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η ´ σ
m`1
η }LppΩq.
Taking η sufficiently small, this implies that
}σm`1η ´ σ}W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η ´ σ}LppΩq,
and hence that
lim
mÑ8
}σmη ´ σ}W 2,ppΩq “ 0. (65)
Step 2. We now consider the following iterations, at the discrete level: set
σ0h “ 1 and define σ
m`1
η,h as the unique solution to the problem:$&%
Find σm`1η,h P Σh such that, for any v P Σh,
a‹ηpσ
m`1
η,h , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
σmη,hv `
ˆ
BΩ
gv.
(66)
Theorem 26 in Appendix B below ensures that the above problem is well-posed
(the proof of Theorem 26 is performed in the case g ” 0, and it carries over to
the case g “ g2). Taking v ” 1 in (66), we observe that
 
Ω
σmη,h “ 1 for any m.
Furthermore, we see that
@v P Σh, a
‹pσm`1η,h ´ σh, vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
pσmη,h ´ σ
m`1
η,h q v.
We show in Appendix A below (see (91)) that a‹ satisfies an inf-sup property on
functions in Σh of vanishing mean, with a constant γ independent of h. Since 
Ω
σmη,h “ 1 “
 
Ω
σh for any m, we get
}σm`1η,h ´ σh}H1pΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σ
m`1
η,h }L2pΩq.
Taking η sufficiently small, this implies that
}σm`1η,h ´ σh}H1pΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σh}L2pΩq,
and hence that lim
mÑ8
}σmη,h ´ σh}H1pΩq “ 0. By equivalence of the norms in the
finite dimensional space Σh, this implies that
lim
mÑ8
}σmη,h ´ σh}W 1,ppΩq “ 0. (67)
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Step 3. We eventually introduce the following problem:$&%
Find σm`1η P H
1pΩq such that, for any v P H1pΩq,
a‹ηpσ
m`1
η , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
σmη,hv `
ˆ
BΩ
gv.
(68)
We observe that (68) is the continuous analogue of (66), for the same right-
hand side (in contrast, when going from (64) to (66), we modify both the space
in which we search the solution and the right-hand side of the equation). We
observe that
@v P Σh, a
‹
ηpσ
m`1
η ´ σ
m`1
η,h , vq “ 0.
We are thus in position to use Proposition 18, which states that, for any h ă
h0pηq, we have
}σm`1η ´ σ
m`1
η,h }W 1,ppΩq ď Cη h }σ
m`1
η }W 2,ppΩq. (69)
We now estimate }σm`1η }W 2,ppΩq. We observe that
@v P H1pΩq, a‹pσm`1η , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
pσmη,h ´ σ
m`1
η q v `
ˆ
BΩ
gv.
In addition, taking v ” 1 in (68), we see that
 
Ω
σm`1η “
 
Ω
σmη,h “ 1. Using
Proposition 7 in the case g ” 0 (resp. Proposition 10 in the case g “ g2), we
get
}σm`1η ´ σ}W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σ
m`1
η }LppΩq.
Taking η sufficiently small, this implies that
}σm`1η ´ σ}W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σ}LppΩq,
and hence
}σm`1η }W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h}LppΩq ` C}σ}W 2,ppΩq.
Inserting this estimate in (69), we deduce that
}σm`1η ´ σ
m`1
η,h }W 1,ppΩq ď Cη h
`
η}σmη,h}LppΩq ` }σ}W 2,ppΩq
˘
. (70)
We now compare σm`1η and σ
m`1
η . We observe that
@v P H1pΩq, a‹ηpσ
m`1
η ´ σ
m`1
η , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
pσmη,h ´ σ
m
η q v,
hence
@v P H1pΩq, a‹pσm`1η ´ σ
m`1
η , vq “ η
ˆ
Ω
pσmη,h ´ σ
m
η ´ σ
m`1
η ` σ
m`1
η q v.
Using Proposition 7, we get that
}σm`1η ´ σ
m`1
η }W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σ
m
η ´ σ
m`1
η ` σ
m`1
η }LppΩq,
which implies, for η sufficiently small, that
}σm`1η ´ σ
m`1
η }W 2,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σ
m
η }LppΩq,
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and thus
}σm`1η ´ σ
m`1
η }W 1,ppΩq ď Cη}σ
m
η,h ´ σ
m
η }W 1,ppΩq. (71)
Step 4. Collecting (70) and (71), we get
}σm`1η ´σ
m`1
η,h }W 1,ppΩq ď Cη h
`
η}σmη,h}LppΩq ` }σ}W 2,ppΩq
˘
`Cη}σmη,h´σ
m
η }W 1,ppΩq.
Using (65) and (67), we are in position to pass to the limit mÑ8. We deduce
that
}σ ´ σh}W 1,ppΩq ď Cη h
`
η}σh}LppΩq ` }σ}W 2,ppΩq
˘
` Cη}σh ´ σ}W 1,ppΩq,
and thus, for η sufficiently small,
}σ ´ σh}W 1,ppΩq ď Cη h
`
η}σh}LppΩq ` }σ}W 2,ppΩq
˘
ď Cη h
`
}σh ´ σ}LppΩq ` }σ}W 2,ppΩq
˘
.
Taking h ă h0pηq such that Cη h ď 1{2, we deduce (51).
3.2.3 Main result: estimation of u´ uH
Proposition 17 allows to deduce from Proposition 15 the following Theorem 19.
To this end, we successively consider the case of our two invariant measures. For
our first invariant measure σ1, solution to (16)–(17)–(18), we obviously consider
its P1 finite element approximation σ1,h. For our second invariant measure, the
analysis is essentially similar. There is, however, an additional subtlety in the
very definition of the measure and its approximation. One, basic but crucial,
remark is that the solution u to (1)–(11) does not depend on the choice of σ.
More precisely, (1)–(11) is equivalent to (15) irrespectively of the choice of σ.
We use this flexibility for our numerical analysis:
(i) we first approximate σ1 as above by σ1,h, and assume that σ1,h ą 0 on Ω.
In practice, we have always numerically observed this property for suffi-
ciently small h (this property actually often holds for h not asymptotically
small). In addition, from a theoretical viewpoint, this bound from below is
a consequence of the assumptions (9)–(42)–(43), as explained in the proof
of Theorem 19 below.
(ii) we next approximate, again using P1 finite elements, σ02 solution to (34) by
σ02,h. We perform both these approximations on the same regular mesh Th.
We then define σ2,h “ σ
0
2,h ` κh σ1,h where
κh “ 1` inf
 
κ P r0,8q such that σ02,h ` κσ1,h ą 0 on Ω
(
.
Precisely since, as noticed above, u does not depend on our choice of invariant
measure, we correspondingly define σ2 “ σ
0
2 ` κh σ1. The point of our analysis
is then to estimate σ2 ´ σ2,h. The detail is contained in the following proof.
Theorem 19. Assume that the invariant measure (σ1, as defined by (16)–
(17)–(18), or σ2 a solution to (33)) is approximated as we have just described
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in items (i) and (ii) above. Under the assumptions (9)–(42)–(43), we have, for
h sufficiently small,
}u´ uH}H1pΩq ď C h }f}L2pΩq `C inf
vHPUH
«
}u´ vH}H1pΩq ` h }vH}H1pΩq
ff
(72)
for a constant C independent of h.
Proof. We first consider the case of our first invariant measure σ1, solution
to (16)–(17)–(18), approximated by its P1 finite element approximation σ1,h. We
have shown in Proposition 17 that }σ1´σ1,h}W 1,ppΩq “ Ophq for any 2 ă p ă 8.
Using the Sobolev injections, we obtain that }σ1 ´ σ1,h}C0pΩq “ Ophq. Since
inf
Ω
σ1 ą 0, we get that, for any h sufficiently small, inf
Ω
σ1,h ě cmin ą 0 for some
cmin independent of h. The estimate (44) thus holds. In order to deduce (72)
from (44), we have to estimate both }σ1´σ1,h}L8pΩq and }∇pσ1´σ1,hq}LppΩq by
Ophq terms. Since, for p sufficiently large, the L8 norm is controlled by theW 1,p
norm, we will conclude our proof if we show that }σ1 ´ σ1,h}W 1,ppΩq “ Ophq.
This latter bound is precisely the purpose of Proposition 17.
As we said, the case of the second invariant measure is essentially similar
with the suitable definition of σ2 and σ2,h. Note first that, when h is sufficiently
small, we have inf
Ω
σ1,h ě cmin ą 0 for some cmin independent of h, as explained
above. We then observe that
σ2,h “ σ
0
2,h ` κh σ1,h “ σ
0
2,h ` p1 ` κhqσ1,h ě cmin ą 0,
since, by definition of κh, we have σ
0
2,h ` κh σ1,h ě 0 on Ω. The estimate (44)
thus again holds.
In our argument to establish (72), we use }σ2 ´ σ2,h}L8pΩq and }∇pσ2 ´
σ2,hq}LppΩq for those particular choices of σ2 and σ2,h. Obviously,
σ2 ´ σ2,h “ pσ
0
2 ´ σ
0
2,hq ` κh pσ1 ´ σ1,hq.
The term σ1 ´ σ1,h has just been estimated above in the suitable norms, while
the term σ02 ´ σ
0
2,h is estimated similarly. Eventually, for h sufficiently small,
because of the convergence in C0pΩq of the P1 finite element approximations,
we know that sup
Ω
|σ02,h| is bounded uniformly in h while inf
Ω
σ1,h ě cmin ą 0
for some cmin independent of h. Thus κh is bounded uniformly in h, when h is
sufficiently small. The triangle inequality allows to conclude our proof.
4 Implementation details and numerical results
4.1 Discretization of the invariant measure
The numerical approximation of σ1, solution to (16)–(17)–(18) is, as we said in
the previous section, obtained using a classical P1 finite element space associated
to a uniform mesh of size h that we denote Th.
Problem (16)–(17)–(18) involves two constraints: a normalization constraint
and a sign constraint. We comply with the normalization constraint by im-
plementing an iterative algorithm. With a view to satisfying the positivity
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constraint, we use the adjoint equation and stabilize the problem (see (74) be-
low). The stiffness matrix of the formulation employed to compute σ1,h is the
adjoint matrix to the matrix of the Douglas-Wang (DW) stabilized version of
the approximation of the solution to the advection-diffusion equation. Since, in
most situations, it is observed that the latter approximation preserves the max-
imum principle, it is intuitively expected that the same applies for the adjoint
formulation. Nevertheless, we have no general theoretical argument that shows
our formulation guarantees positivity of the solution σ1,h (except of course if h
is sufficiently small, as shown in the proof of Theorem 19).
For essentially all the practical computations we have performed, we observe
that positivity is preserved, in the sense that
ˆ
K
σ1,h is positive for all K P TH .
This is all we need to proceed with a coercive bilinear form at the discrete
level for the advection-diffusion equation (15), since we will be using P1 finite
elements for the approximation uH of u (see Section 4.2 below). We mention
that Droniou [3] and Tobiska [11] have proposed a discretization that gives a
positive discrete solution, but we do not proceed this way.
We implement the following iterative algorithm: σn`11,h is defined as the so-
lution to the problem$&%
Find σn`11,h P Σh such that, for all ϕ P Σh,
a‹
´
σn`11,h , ϕ
¯
` λ
ˆ
Ω
σn`11,h ϕ` astab, DW
´
σn`11,h , ϕ
¯
“ λ
ˆ
Ω
σn1,h ϕ,
(73)
where λ is a positive parameter, Σh is the P
1 finite element space associated to
Th, a
‹ is defined by (48) and
astab,DWpσ, ϕq “
ÿ
KPTh
ˆ
K
τ‹ rdivp∇σ ` bσqs p´∆ϕ` b ¨∇ϕq, (74)
with
τ‹pxq “
h
2|bpxq|
ˆ
cothpPe‹Kpxqq ´
1
Pe‹Kpxq
˙
, Pe‹Kpxq “
|bpxq|h
2
. (75)
Note that the stabilization term (74) is the standard DW stabilization term for
the invariant measure equation (16). The formulation is thus strongly consistent.
We set λ “ 10´3 in our numerical tests. The iterations are initialized
with an approximation of the invariant measure of the potential part of b,
namely IΣhpe
´ψH q, where IΣh is the nodal interpolation operator in Σh and
ψH P UH satisfies, for any vH P UH ,
ˆ
Ω
∇ψH ¨∇vH “
ˆ
Ω
b ¨∇vH . The stopping
criterion we use is
›››››1´ σ
n`1
1,h
σn1,h
›››››
L1pΩq
ă 10´3. Temporarily ignoring the stabiliza-
tion term astab,DW in (73), we formally see that using this stopping criterion
aims at enforcing that
divp∇σn`11,h ` bσ
n`1
1,h q
σn`11,h
is small when we stop the itera-
tions (73). This is a better criterion than enforcing that divp∇σn`11,h ` bσ
n`1
1,h q is
small, as σ1 may vary a lot over the domain Ω.
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We similarly obtain an approximation σ02,h P Σh of σ
0
2 solution to (34),
considering iterations where pσ02q
n`1
h is the solution to the problem:$&%
Find pσ02q
n`1
h P Σh such that, for all ϕ P Σh,
a‹
`
pσ02q
n`1
h , ϕ
˘
` λ
ˆ
Ω
pσ02q
n`1
h ϕ “ λ
ˆ
Ω
pσ02q
n
h ϕ`
ˆ
BΩ
ˆ
b ¨ n´
1
|BΩ|
ˆ
BΩ
b ¨ n
˙
ϕ.
The iterations are initialized using pσ02q
0
h “ 1. The same stopping criterion
is adopted as for σ1. Notice that, in that case, we need not account for the
positivity, which will be obtained by the combination σ2,h “ pσ
0
2qh ` κh σ1,h
described above, so no stabilization of the formulation is employed.
4.2 Discretization of u
A natural way to define the pP1, σhP
1qmethod would be to consider the following
variational formulation (see (37)):
Find uH P P
1pTHq s.t., for all vH P P
1pTHq, asspσh;uH , vHq “ F pσhvHq,
(76)
where we recall (see (38)–(39)) that
asspσh;uH , vHq “
ˆ
Ω
σh∇uH ¨∇vH `Bh ¨
p∇uHqvH ´ p∇vHquH
2
, (77)
Bh “ ∇σh ` σh b.
In the case of the invariant measure σ1, we need to add an extra term related to
the stabilized discretization used for σ1,h. The reason is the following. Formally,
the variational formulation (76)–(77) corresponds to the approximation
´ divpσh∇uq `Bh ¨∇u `
1
2
pdivBhqu “ σh f (78)
of equation (15). The zero order term in divBh (originating from the skew-
symmetric formulation that ensures coercivity at the discrete level) affects the
accuracy. Now, the stabilization (74) introduced in the variational formulation
for σ1,h amounts to modifying Bh “ pB1qh “ ∇σ1,h ` σ1,h b into
pB1qh “ pB1qh `
˜ ÿ
KPTh
τ‹divppB1qhq1K
¸
b (79)
with τ‹ defined by (75). More precisely, at convergence (i.e. when nÑ 8), the
formulation (73) amounts to requesting that, for any ϕ P Σh,ˆ
Ω
pB1qh ¨∇ϕ “ 0
rather than
ˆ
Ω
pB1qh ¨ ∇ϕ “ 0, which is the standard discretization of (16).
Formally, the quantity the divergence of which is zero is not pB1qh, but pB1qh.
In view of the last term of the left-hand side of (78), and with the aim of
obtaining the best possible accuracy, we thus need to modify pB1qh into pB1qh
in (77).
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In order to be consistent, we therefore define
asspσ1,h;uH , vHq “
ˆ
Ω
σ1,h∇uH ¨∇vH ` pB1qh ¨
p∇uHqvH ´ p∇vHquH
2
(80)
instead of (77). The problem is, by construction, coercive, and may be analyzed
by the standard tools of numerical analysis we have used in the previous section.
We readily note that the replacement of pB1qh by pB1qh does not affect this
analysis. Indeed, on any K P Th,
div rpB1qhs “ divp∇σ1,hq ` divpσ1,h bq,
where the first term vanishes for P1 finite elements. Thus, for any p ą d,››pB1qh ´ pB1qh››LppΩq ď }τ‹ b divpσ1,h bq}LppΩq ď Ch }b}W 1,8pΩq }σ1,h}W 1,ppΩq
where C is a universal constant such that | cothpyq ´ y´1| ď C for any y P R.
The factor }σ1,h}W 1,ppΩq can be bounded from above independently of h as a
consequence of Proposition 17. Using arguments similar to those used in the
proofs of Proposition 15 and Theorem 19, we thus see that (72) again holds
when using the bilinear form (80) instead of (77).
In the case of the invariant measure σ2, we also need to add an extra term
to (76)–(77). Recall that σ2,h “ pσ
0
2qh ` κh σ1,h, where no stabilization is
employed to compute pσ02qh, in contrast to σ1,h. Formally, and again in view of
the last term of the left-hand side of (78), it seems advantageous to work with
pB02qh`κh pB1qh rather than pB
0
2qh`κh pB1qh, as we expect that the divergence
of the former is smaller than that of the latter. In order to be consistent, we
therefore define
asspσ2,h;uH , vHq “
ˆ
Ω
σ2,h∇uH ¨∇vH ` pB2qh ¨
p∇uHqvH ´ p∇vHquH
2
(81)
with pB2qh “ pB
0
2qh ` κh pB1qh instead of (77) (recall that pB1qh is defined
by (79) and that pB02qh “ ∇pσ
0
2qh ` pσ
0
2qh b). As in the case of the invariant
measure σ1, the problem is, by construction, coercive, and may be analyzed by
the standard tools of numerical analysis we have used in the previous section.
In addition to the above practical and theoretical considerations, we also
need to possibly modify the formulation when the problem is advection-domina-
ted. It turns out that we only need to use such a stabilized formulation when
working with the invariant measure σ2. In that case, we use a GLS type method
and define the pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS method by the following variational formula-
tion: "
Find uH P P
1pTHq such that, for all vH P P
1pTHq,
asspσ2,h;uH , vHq ` astabpuH , vHq “ F pσ2,hvHq ` FstabpvHq,
(82)
where ass is defined by (81), and
astabpuH , vHq “
ÿ
KPTH
ˆ
K
τ pσ2,hb ¨∇uHq pσ2,hb ¨∇vHq, (83)
FstabpvHq “
ÿ
KPTH
ˆ
K
τ pσ2,hfq pσ2,hb ¨∇vHq,
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with
τpxq “
H
2|pB2qhpxq|
ˆ
cothpPeKpxqq ´
1
PeKpxq
˙
, PeKpxq “
|pB2qhpxq|H
2σ2,hpxq
,
where pB2qh “ pB
0
2qh`κh pB1qh “ ∇σ2,h`σ2,h b. Denoting Lhv “ ´divpσh∇vq`
Bh ¨∇v the operator approximating that of (15) when only σh is available, we
indeed see that, on any K P TH , we have
LhuH “ σhb ¨∇uH
as a consequence of the fact that uH is a P
1 function. The term (83) is in-
deed a GLS-type stabilization term, in the sense that it reads astabpuH , vHq “ÿ
KPTH
ˆ
K
τ pLhuHq pLhvHq.
Remark 20. We could have defined the function τ above using pB2qh instead
of pB2qh. This leads to essentially identical numerical results.
4.3 Irrotational case
For all our numerical tests throughout this article, we work on the unit square
Ω “ p0, 1q2 and choose the right-hand side f “ 1. All computations are per-
formed on a Intel R© Xeon R© Processor E5-2667 v2. We use the FreeFem++
software [9].
We assume in this Section 4.3 that the velocity field b is irrotational: b “ ∇φ.
In that case, we know that σ1 “
ˆ 
Ω
e´φ
˙´1
e´φ and that ∇σ1 ` σ1 b “ 0 in
Ω. Specifically here, the velocity field b is taken of the form
b “
`
b0x, b
0
y
˘T
` λ1
`
cosp2πxq sinp2πyq, sinp2πxq cosp2πyq
˘T
` λ2
`
cos2p2πxq, 0
˘T
` λ3py, xq
T ,
where b0x, b
0
y, λ1, λ2, λ3 ą 0. We take b
0
x “ b
0
y “ 64. The parameters λ1, λ2 and
λ3 are given in Table 1 for the four test cases (i) through (iv) we consider. The
last column of Table 1 shows that the problem is not coercive in the tests (ii)
to (iv).
λ1 λ2 λ3 inf
vHPUH
apvH , vHq
}vH}2L2pΩq
Test (i) 0 0 0 19.93
Test (ii) 0 50.34 0 ´45.05
Test (iii) 0 50.34 30 ´45.05
Test (iv) 20 50.34 0 ´95.21
Table 1: Definition of the parameters for the four discrete problems (i)-(iv)
Tables 2 through 5 show the relative error
err “
}∇puH ´ urefq}L2pΩzΩlayerq
}∇uref}L2pΩq
(84)
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for various numerical solutions uH . In the convection-dominated regime, the
solution presents a boundary layer of approximate width
δlayer “
2
}b}L8pΩq
log
}b}L8pΩq
2
.
For the convection fields we consider, we set the boundary layer region (see
Figure 1) as
Ωlayer “
`
p0, 1q ˆ p1 ´ δlayer, 1q
˘
Y
`
p1´ δlayer, 1q ˆ p0, 1q
˘
Y
`
p0, 1q ˆ p0, δlayerq
˘
and we only measure the accuracy of uH outside this layer. We have also assessed
the accuracy in L2pΩq norm and obtained similar qualitative conclusions. The
reference solution uref is computed using a P
1 approach with a tiny mesh size.
Ω
Ωlayer
Figure 1: The domain Ωlayer coloured in grey
For all approaches, we fix the mesh size H “ 1{16 for the approximation uH
of u. We compare six approaches: the classical P1 finite element approxima-
tion (which may be unstable in the advection-dominated regime), its stabi-
lized Galerkin least-square variant P1-GLS, and our four approaches pP1, σ1P
1q,
pP1, σ1,hP
1q, pP1, σ2,hP
1q and pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS, respectively using the exact
value of σ1, its approximation σ1,h, and the approximation σ2,h of σ2, either
classical (as in (76) with ass defined by (80) or (81)) or stabilized (as in (82)).
Note that the parameter h is not used in the three first approaches.
The comparison between P1 and P1-GLS is used as an empirical measure of
the instability of the problem. Likewise, comparing pP1, σ2,hP
1q and pP1, σ2,hP
1q-
GLS allows to see the potential added value of a stabilization of the prob-
lem when using σ2,h as an approximation of the invariant measure. The ap-
proach pP1, σ1P
1q using the exact value of the invariant measure is of course
the most accurate one, and performs equally well as (and often better than) P1-
GLS. When we forbid ourselves to use that exact value of the invariant measure,
pP1, σ1,hP
1q is the best method to use, and it does not require stabilization (see
the third column of Tables 2 through 5). Note yet that, if one has to work with
h “ H , then pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS is the best method (see the second column of
Tables 2 through 5), providing results the accuracy of which is around 8%. We
also note the following fact. The two rightmost columns show tests that use a
mesh to approximate σ that is not a subset of the mesh used to compute u.
In that case, the approach pP1, σ1,hP
1q deteriorates. In the present state of our
understanding, we are unable to explain this phenomenon. We therefore advo-
cate to employ pP1, σ1,hP
1q with meshes that are a subset of one another, or,
otherwise, to switch to pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS.
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Remark 21. For the Test (iv) reported on in Table 5, and in the particular case
h “ H, it turns out that
ˆ
K
σ1,h is not positive for all K P TH (it is positive for
all the other values of h considered, and for all the computations reported on in
Tables 2 through 4). In that case, it is thus not possible to use the pP1, σ1,hP
1q
method. However, it turns out, still for that value of h, that there exists κh
such that
ˆ
K
`
σ02,h ` κh σ1,h
˘
is positive for all K P TH . The pP
1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS
approach can thus be used.
Error (84) (h “ H) (h “ H{5) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.191
P
1-GLS 0.0328
pP1, pσ1qP
1q 0.0187
pP1, σ1,hP
1q 0.313 0.0208 0.127 0.0818
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.191 0.191 0.191 0.191
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.0328 0.0328 0.0326 0.0327
Table 2: Test (i)
Error (84) (h “ H) (h “ H{7) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.479
P
1-GLS 0.0551
pP1, pσ1qP
1q 0.0199
pP1, σ1,hP
1q 0.385 0.0218 0.139 0.102
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.614 0.398 0.362 0.377
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.0827 0.0532 0.0511 0.0520
Table 3: Test (ii)
Error (84) (h “ H) (h “ H{9) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.536
P
1-GLS 0.0411
pP1, pσ1qP
1q 0.0302
pP1, σ1,hP
1q 0.453 0.0250 0.153 0.126
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.862 0.461 0.412 0.429
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.0784 0.0420 0.0397 0.0405
Table 4: Test (iii)
4.4 General case
We now consider the general, not necessarily irrotational case. This time, b
reads as
b “
`
b0x, b
0
y
˘T
` λ1
`
cosp2πxq sinp2πyq, sinp2πxq cosp2πyq
˘T
` λ2
`
cos2p2πxq, 0
˘T
` λ3py, xq
T ` λ4py,´xq
T ,
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Error (84) (h “ H) (h “ H{7) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.468
P
1-GLS 0.0573
pP1, pσ1qP
1q 0.0250
pP1, σ1,hP
1q - 0.0266 0.153 0.111
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.612 0.401 0.379 0.388
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.0894 0.0550 0.0535 0.0544
Table 5: Test (iv)
where b0x “ b
0
y “ 64 and where λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 ą 0. We study the three examples
defined in Table 6.
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 inf
vHPUH
apvH , vHq
}vH}2L2pΩq
Test (v) 0 50.34 0 64 ´45.05
Test (vi) 20 50.34 0 64 ´95.21
Test (vii) 0 50.34 30 64 ´45.05
Table 6: Definition of the parameters for the three discrete problems (v)-(vii)
Tables 7 through 9 show our results, for H “ 1{16 as in the previous section.
The approaches evaluated are identical to those of Tables 2 through 5, with
the notable exception of the approach pP1, σ1P
1q since now the exact invariant
measure σ1 is unknown. The conditions in which we perform our tests are
identical. The results confirm our conclusions of the previous section.
Remark 22. For the largest value of h used in Tables 7 through 9, it turns out
that
ˆ
K
σ1,h is not positive for all K P TH (see also Remark 21). But there still
exists κh such that
ˆ
K
`
σ02,h ` κh σ1,h
˘
is positive for all K P TH , which allows
us to use the pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS approach.
Error (84) (h “ 1{17) (h “ H{7) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.568
P
1-GLS 0.0704
pP1, σ1,hP
1q - 0.0390 0.146 0.0981
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.657 0.515 0.462 0.480
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.117 0.0672 0.0658 0.0660
Table 7: Test (v)
4.5 Computational cost and efficiency
We now evaluate the computational cost of the most accurate of our approaches,
namely the pP1, σ1,hP
1q method, given the results of the tests performed in the
previous sections, as compared to the classical P1-GLS method.
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Error (84) (h “ H) (h “ H{7) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.620
P
1-GLS 0.0807
pP1, σ1,hP
1q - 0.0549 0.151 0.105
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.641 0.522 0.482 0.495
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.134 0.0772 0.0764 0.0768
Table 8: Test (vi)
Error (84) (h “ 1{17) (h “ H{9) (h “ 1{150) (h “ 1{230)
P
1 0.636
P
1-GLS 0.0606
pP1, σ1,hP
1q - 0.0285 0.159 0.116
pP1, σ2,hP
1q 0.648 0.550 0.489 0.509
pP1, σ2,hP
1q-GLS 0.112 0.0588 0.0571 0.0573
Table 9: Test (vii)
As can be easily seen upon considering some particular situations where σ1
is known analytically (some of these cases are considered in Section 4.3 above),
the contrast of σ1 over the domain, say measured by the ratio
supΩ σ1
infΩ σ1
, may
be huge, especially in the advection-dominated regime. Therefore, the stiffness
matrix involved in the solution procedure for the modified equation (15) is
often ill-conditioned. We therefore use, in our tests, a direct solver (from the
UMFPACK library) for the linear algebraic systems. An alternate, equally
effective approach is to use an iterative inversion algorithm together with a
diagonal preconditioner. We have indeed tested such an approach in other tests
not reproduced here, obtaining similar conclusions. In particular, the diagonal
preconditionner, although simple, turns out to be very effective in diminishing
the number of iterations.
4.5.1 Fixed cost
We compare the pP1, σ1,hP
1q method and the P1-GLS method at fixed cost.
Tables 10 through 12 show the accuracy of the two methods for the tests (v)-
(vi)-(vii). Similar results have been obtained for our tests (i) through (iv).
We observe that the P1-GLS is definitely more accurate than the pP1, σ1,hP
1q
method. However, as already mentioned and as will be confirmed in the next
tests, the latter approach is more adequate in a multiquery context, where sev-
eral resolutions of the advection-diffusion equation (1)–(11) are to be performed.
cost Error (84)
P
1-GLS (H “ 1{122) 4.76 0.00293
pP1, σ1,hP
1q (H “ 1{16, h “ H{7) 4.79 0.0390
Table 10: Test (v)
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cost Error (84)
P
1-GLS (H “ 1{127) 6.42 0.00485
pP1, σ1,hP
1q (H “ 1{16, h “ H{7) 6.30 0.0549
Table 11: Test (vi)
cost Error (84)
P
1-GLS (H “ 1{144) 7.43 0.00143
pP1, σ1,hP
1q (H “ 1{16, h “ H{9) 7.09 0.0285
Table 12: Test (vii)
4.5.2 Fixed meshsize h
We fix the meshsize h “ 1{2048. In order to measure the cost of the methods in a
multiquery context, we distinguish, in the computational cost of the pP1, σ1,hP
1q
method, (i) the offline cost, which comprises the assembling phase of the stiffness
matrix, which itself involves the pre-computation of σ1,h, and (ii) the online cost
equal to the resolution time for the modified advection-diffusion equation.
Tables 13 through 15 show our results for the pP1, σ1,hP
1q method and the
P
1-GLS method for the tests (v)-(vi)-(vii). Again, similar results we do not show
and which lead to similar conclusions have been obtained for our tests (i) through
(iv). The two columns on the left of each table show the relative accuracy ob-
tained for different mesh sizes H (employed, we recall, for the approximation of
the advection-diffusion equation). The two columns on the right allow to com-
pare the online cost of the pP1, σ1,hP
1q method, as defined above, with the total
cost of the the P1-GLS method. The specific function used to measure the CPU
time is clock_gettime() with the clock CLOCK_PROCESS_CPUTIME_ID.
The main two conclusions are, on the one hand, that the pP1, σ1,hP
1qmethod
is more robust and allow for larger mesh sizes than the P1-GLS method, and,
on the other hand, that the two approaches essentially share the same cost,
if we assume that σ1,h has been precomputed. Other tests, not reported on
here, show that roughly ten solutions of the advection-diffusion equation are
necessary to make the approach profitable if we take into account the cost to
compute σ1,h.
Error (84) Online cost
1{H pP1, σ1,hP
1q P1-GLS pP1, σ1,hP
1q P1-GLS
16 0.0291 0.0704 0.00107 0.000921
24 0.0190 0.0508 0.00177 0.00171
28 0.0173 0.0235 0.00250 0.00229
32 0.0135 0.0187 0.00312 0.00294
64 0.00626 0.00608 0.0138 0.0137
Table 13: Test (v)
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Error (84) Online cost
1{H pP1, σ1,hP
1q P1-GLS pP1, σ1,hP
1q P1-GLS
16 0.0475 0.0807 0.00102 0.000804
24 0.0308 0.0615 0.00157 0.00166
28 0.0275 0.0440 0.00238 0.00232
32 0.0226 0.0258 0.00298 0.00301
64 0.0105 0.0102 0.0143 0.0139
Table 14: Test (vi)
Error (84) Online cost
1{H pP1, σ1,hP
1q P1-GLS pP1, σ1,hP
1q P1-GLS
16 0.0219 0.0606 0.000976 0.000807
24 0.0139 0.0437 0.00186 0.00171
28 0.0119 0.0189 0.00256 0.00229
32 0.00946 0.0146 0.00332 0.0296
64 0.00401 0.00388 0.0156 0.0138
Table 15: Test (vii)
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A Proof of Proposition 16
Proposition 16 is shown as a consequence of a more general result, namely
Theorem 23 below. We introduce the space
V “
"
u P H1pΩq,
 
Ω
u “ 1
*
and recall (see (48)) that the bilinear form a‹ is defined by
a‹pu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
p∇u ` buq ¨∇v.
Let f P L2pΩq and g be Lipschitz-continuous on BΩ such that
ˆ
Ω
f `
ˆ
BΩ
g “ 0.
Consider the problem
Find u P V such that, for any v P H1pΩq, a‹pu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
fv `
ˆ
BΩ
gv. (85)
Under assumptions (9)–(42)–(43), we have shown above (in Proposition 7 for
the specific case g “ 0 and in Proposition 10 for the case g “ b ¨ n ´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n,
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where we actually did not use the specific expression of g) that problem (85) is
well-posed, and that its unique solution belongs to H2pΩq.
We here consider the Galerkin discretization of (85). Consider a mesh of Ω
made of elements T P Th. Following Proposition 16, we take Σh Ă H
1pΩq the
associated finite dimensional space made of continuous piecewise affine functions
and introduce
Vh “
"
u P Σh,
 
Ω
u “ 1
*
Ă V.
Theorem 23. We assume that (9)–(42)–(43) hold. Let u denote the solution
to (85). For h sufficiently small, there exists a unique uh P Vh solution to
@vh P Σh, a
‹puh, vhq “
ˆ
Ω
fvh `
ˆ
BΩ
g vh. (86)
Furthermore, we have, for h sufficiently small,
}u´ uh}H1pΩq ď Ch}u}H2pΩq (87)
where C is independent of h.
Theorem 23 obviously implies Proposition 16. Consider indeed the invariant
measure σ1 P H
1pΩq solution to (16)–(17). It is the solution to (85) with
f “ g “ 0. Likewise, the invariant measure σ02 P H
1pΩq solution to (34) is the
solution to (85) with f “ 0 and g “ b ¨ n´
 
BΩ
b ¨ n. Theorem 23 then implies
that (49) is well-posed and that the error estimate (50) holds.
Proof of Theorem 23. The proof falls in two steps.
Step 1: well-posedness of (86). Let λ ą 0. The bilinear form acoerpu, vq “ˆ
Ω
∇v ¨∇u`λ
ˆ
Ω
v u is coercive in H1pΩq, while the bilinear form acomppu, vq “ˆ
Ω
bu ¨∇v can be represented by a compact operator T P L
´
H1pΩq,
`
H1pΩq
˘1¯
as acomppu, vq “ xTu, vy. Consequently (see the proof of [18, Theorem 4.2.9]),
when h is sufficiently small, the bilinear form
a‹λpu, vq “ acoerpu, vq ` acomppu, vq satisfies an inf-sup condition on Σh.
(88)
Using [5, Prop. 2.21], we thus see that the problem
Find uh P Σh such that, for all vh P Σh, a
‹
λpuh, vhq “
ˆ
Ω
fvh `
ˆ
BΩ
g vh,
is well-posed for any f P L2pΩq.
We now consider the iterations$&%
Find un`1h P Σh such that, for all vh P Σh,
a‹pun`1h , vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h vh “ a
‹
λpu
n`1
h , vhq “ λ
ˆ
Ω
unh vh `
ˆ
Ω
fvh `
ˆ
BΩ
g vh,
(89)
with the initial condition u0h “ |Ω|
´1 (or any function in Σh of mean equal to
1). Thanks to the above argument, these problems are well-posed and define a
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sequence unh P Σh Ă H
1pΩq. Furthermore, taking vh “ 1 as test function, we
see that all the functions unh share the same mean, and due to the choice of u
0
h,
we get unh P Vh for any n.
We next prove that the sequence tunhunPN converges to a solution to (86).
We recall that H 1´“0pΩq “
"
v P H1pΩq,
ˆ
Ω
v “ 0
*
. We infer from (89) that,
for any vh P Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq,
a‹pun`1h ´ u
n
h, vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
pun`1h ´ u
n
hq vh “ λ
ˆ
Ω
punh ´ u
n´1
h q vh,
from which we deduce that
sup
vhPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
a‹pun`1h ´ u
n
h, vhq
}vh}H1pΩq
´λ}un`1h ´u
n
h}H1pΩq ď λ}u
n
h´u
n´1
h }H1pΩq.(90)
Using the same arguments as above (this time for λ “ 0 and on ΣhXH
1´
“0
pΩq),
we have that the bilinear form a‹ satisfies an inf-sup condition on ΣhXH
1´
“0
pΩq
with a constant γ ą 0 independent of h:
inf
whPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
sup
vhPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
a‹pwh, vhq
}wh}H1pΩq }vh}H1pΩq
ě γ. (91)
We thus infer from (90) that
pγ ´ λq}un`1h ´ u
n
h}H1pΩq ď λ}u
n
h ´ u
n´1
h }H1pΩq.
Taking λ sufficiently small (so that 0 ă λ{pγ ´ λq ă 1), we obtain that the
sequence tunhunPN converges in H
1pΩq to some u8h P Vh. Passing to the limit
nÑ8 in (89), we get that u8h is a solution to (86).
We now prove that (86) has a unique solution. Consider two solutions uh
and uh to (86). Then uh´ uh P ΣhXH
1´
“0
pΩq and satisfies a‹puh´ uh, vhq “ 0
for any vh P Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq. We deduce from (91) that uh ´ uh “ 0.
Step 2: estimate (87). Introducing the interpolant Ihu P Σh, we deduce
from (91) that
γ}Ihu´ uh ´ c}H1pΩq ď sup
whPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
a‹pIhu´ uh ´ c, whq
}wh}H1pΩq
,
where c “
 
Ω
pIhu´uhq. Using (85) and (86), we deduce from the above estimate
that
γ}Ihu´ uh ´ c}H1pΩq ď sup
whPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
a‹pIhu´ u´ c, whq
}wh}H1pΩq
ď
`
1` }b}L8pΩq
˘
}Ihu´ u´ c}H1pΩq. (92)
We next write that
}u´ uh}H1pΩq ď }u´ Ihu` c}H1pΩq ` }Ihu´ uh ´ c}H1pΩq
ď C}u´ Ihu` c}H1pΩq [using (92)]
ď C}∇pu´ Ihuq}L2pΩq,
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where, in the last line, we have used the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality, as a
consequence of the fact that c “
 
Ω
pIhu´uhq “
 
Ω
pIhu´uq. We then conclude
using the approximation result }u´ Ihu}H1pΩq ď Ch}u}H2pΩq. This yields (87).
B Proof of Proposition 18
In order to prove Proposition 18, we follow and adapt the arguments of [1, Chap.
8]. The proof relies on several technical results, the proof of which are given in
the subsequent appendices C and D.
We fix some 0 ă η ď 1, and we recall (see (60)) that the bilinear form a‹η is
defined by
a‹ηpu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
p∇u ` buq ¨∇v ` η
ˆ
Ω
u v.
We also define aηpu, vq “ a
‹
ηpv, uq.
B.1 Elliptic regularity results
Let q be such that 1 ă q ă `8 if d “ 2 and 2d{pd ` 2q ď q ă `8 otherwise,
and let f P LqpΩq. We consider the problem
Find u P H1pΩq such that, for any v P H1pΩq, a‹ηpu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
fv, (93)
for which we have the following result.
Lemma 24. We work under the assumptions of Proposition 18 and assume
that 0 ă η ď 1 and f P LqpΩq with q chosen as above. Then Problem (93)
has a unique solution u P H1pΩq. In addition, if η is sufficiently small, then
u PW 2,qpΩq and it satisfies››››u´ σ1  
Ω
u
››››
W 2,qpΩq
ď C}f}LqpΩq (94)
for some C independent of η and f , where σ1 is the invariant measure defined
by (16)–(17)–(18).
We only prove this result in dimension 2 ď d ď 3 (see the assumptions of
Proposition 18), but it certainly holds for larger dimensions.
Proof. The proof falls in two steps.
Step 1: existence and uniqueness of a solution. We first show that the
bilinear form a‹η satisfies the pBNB1q condition on H
1pΩq. Using the invariant
measure σ1 defined by (16)–(17)–(18), a simple computation indeed yields that,
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for any v P H1pΩq,
aηpv, σ1vq “
ˆ
Ω
σ1|∇v|
2 `
1
2
ˆ
Ω
p∇σ1 ` bσ1q ¨∇pv
2q ` η
ˆ
Ω
σ1 v
2
“
ˆ
Ω
σ1|∇v|
2 ` η
ˆ
Ω
σ1 v
2 (95)
ě pinf σ1qminp1, ηq }v}
2
H1pΩq
ě cminp1, ηq }v}H1pΩq}σ1v}H1pΩq, (96)
for some c ą 0 independent of η. For any w P H1pΩq, we set v “ σ´11 w, which
belongs to H1pΩq, and thus have
a‹ηpw, σ
´1
1 wq “ aηpσ
´1
1 w,wq ě cminp1, ηq }v}H1pΩq}σ1v}H1pΩq
“ cminp1, ηq }w}H1pΩq}σ
´1
1 w}H1pΩq. (97)
We thus deduce the pBNB1q condition.
The bilinear form a‹η also satisfies the pBNB2q condition onH
1pΩq. Indeed, if
v P H1pΩq is such that a‹ηpu, vq “ 0 for any u P H
1pΩq, then we have a‹ηpσ1v, vq “
0, and we have thus found a function w P H1pΩq (namely w “ σ1v) such that
a‹ηpw, σ
´1
1 wq “ 0. The estimate (97) shows that w (and hence v) vanishes, which
implies the pBNB2q condition on H1pΩq.
We have chosen f P LqpΩq with an exponent q such that f P pH1pΩqq1. We
thus obtain that Problem (93) is well-posed.
Step 2: W 2,q estimate. Introduce u “ u` σ1 ´ σ1
 
Ω
u, which satisfies
$&% ´ div p∇u` buq “ F in Ω,
 
Ω
u “ 1,
p∇u` buq ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ,
with
F “ f ´ ηu “ f ´ ηu` ησ1 ´ ησ1
 
Ω
u.
Using v ” 1 as test function in (93), we see that η
 
Ω
u “
 
Ω
f . We hence get
that
F “ f ´ ηpu ´ σ1q ´ σ1
 
Ω
f.
Using that σ1 PW
2,spΩq for any 1 ă s ă 8, we deduce that, for any 1 ă s ď q,
}F }LspΩq ď C}f}LspΩq ` η}u´ σ1}LspΩq, (98)
where we only know, at this stage, that u P H1pΩq. To proceed and obtain a
W 2,q estimate, we distinguish two cases, whether d “ 2 or d “ 3.
Suppose first that d “ 2. Using the continuous injection H1pΩq Ă LqpΩq,
we deduce from (98) (written with s “ q) that F P LqpΩq. We are thus in
position to apply Proposition 7, which yields (see (24)) that there exists some
C independent of η such that
}u´ σ1}W 2,qpΩq ď C}F }LqpΩq ď C}f}LqpΩq ` Cη}u ´ σ1}LqpΩq.
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For η sufficiently small, this implies (94).
Suppose now that d “ 3. If q ď 6, we proceed as above, using the continuous
injection H1pΩq Ă LqpΩq. We now turn to the case q ą 6. Using (98) for s “ 6,
we deduce that F P L6pΩq. Applying Proposition 7, we obtain that
}u´ σ1}W 2,6pΩq ď C}f}LqpΩq ` Cη}u ´ σ1}L6pΩq,
which implies that }u´ σ1}W 2,6pΩq ď C}f}LqpΩq. Using the continuous injec-
tion W 2,6pΩq Ă L8pΩq, we deduce that }u´ σ1}L8pΩq ď C}f}LqpΩq. The esti-
mate (98), written with s “ q, now yields
}F }LqpΩq ď C}f}LqpΩq ` η}u´ σ1}LqpΩq ď C}f}LqpΩq,
from which, applying again Proposition 7, we infer (94).
Likewise, for any f P L2pΩq, we consider the problem
Find u P H1pΩq s.t., for any v P H1pΩq, a‹ηpv, uq “ aηpu, vq “
ˆ
Ω
fv, (99)
for which we have the following result.
Lemma 25. We work under the assumptions of Proposition 18 and assume that
0 ă η ď 1 and f P L2pΩq. Then Problem (99) has a unique solution u P H1pΩq.
In addition, u P H2pΩq and it satisfies››››u´  
Ω
u
››››
H2pΩq
ď C}f}L2pΩq (100)
for some C independent of η and f .
A similar result certainly holds for f P LqpΩq with q chosen such that f P
pH1pΩqq1, yielding a control on
››››u´  
Ω
u
››››
W 2,qpΩq
. We will however not need
such a result and therefore do not pursue in that direction. As for Lemma 24,
we only prove Lemma 25 in dimension 2 ď d ď 3 (see the assumptions of
Proposition 18), but it certainly holds for larger dimensions.
Proof. The proof falls in three steps.
Step 1: existence and uniqueness of a solution. The bilinear form aη
satisfies the pBNB1q condition on H1pΩq, as a direct consequence of (96). It
also satisfies the pBNB2q condition on H1pΩq. Indeed, if v P H1pΩq is such that
aηpu, vq “ 0 for any u P H
1pΩq, then we have aηpσ
´1
1 v, vq “ 0, and we have thus
found a function w P H1pΩq (namely w “ σ´11 v) such that aηpw, σ1wq “ 0. The
estimate (96) shows that w (and hence v) vanishes, which implies the pBNB2q
condition on H1pΩq. We thus obtain that Problem (99) is well-posed.
Step 2: H1 estimate. We claim that the solution u to (99) satisfies››››u´  
Ω
u
››››
H1pΩq
ď C}f}L2pΩq (101)
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for some C independent of η and f . Consider indeed u “ u ´
 
Ω
u. Using the
Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality and (95) for the function u, we have
}u}
2
H1pΩq ď C }∇u}
2
L2pΩq
ď Caηpu, σ1uq
“ Caηpu, σ1uq ´ Caηp1, σ1uq
 
Ω
u
“ C
ˆ
Ω
f σ1u´ Cη
ˆ
Ω
σ1u
 
Ω
u
ď C}σ1}L8pΩq}f}L2pΩq}u}H1pΩq ` Cη}σ1}L8pΩq}u}H1pΩq}u}L2pΩq.
We hence deduce that
}u}H1pΩq ď C
`
}f}L2pΩq ` η}u}L2pΩq
˘
. (102)
We now write (95) for the function u, from which we deduce that
}∇u}2L2pΩq ` η}u}
2
L2pΩq ď Caηpu, σ1uq “ C
ˆ
Ω
f σ1u ď C}f}L2pΩq}u}L2pΩq,
which implies that
η}u}L2pΩq ď C}f}L2pΩq. (103)
Inserting this estimate in (102), we obtain the claimed estimate (101).
Step 3: H2 estimate. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 7. Introducing
again u “ u´
 
Ω
u, we observe that
$&% ´∆u “ F in Ω,
 
Ω
u “ 0,
∇u ¨ n “ 0 on BΩ,
with F “ f ´ b∇u´ ηu´ η
 
Ω
u. We compute that
}F }L2pΩq ď }f}L2pΩq ` }b}L8pΩq}u}H1pΩq ` η}u}L2pΩq ` η}u}L2pΩq
and we deduce, using (101) and (103), that }F }L2pΩq ď C}f}L2pΩq. We are then
in position to use [5, Theorem 3.12], which implies that u P H2pΩq with
}u}H2pΩq ď C}F }L2pΩq ď C}f}L2pΩq.
This concludes the proof of (100).
B.2 Discretized problems
We now consider the discretization of Problems (93) and (99). Let f P L2pΩq
and let Σh Ă H
1pΩq be the P1 approximation space associated to a regular
quasi-uniform polyhedral mesh of Ω.
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Theorem 26 (Discretization of Problem (93)). We assume that (9)–(42)–(43)
hold, and that 0 ă η ď 1. Then, there exists h0 independent of η such that, for
sufficiently small η and any h ď h0, there exists a unique uh P Σh solution to
@vh P Σh, a
‹
ηpuh, vhq “
ˆ
Ω
fvh. (104)
Proof. The proof follows the lines of that of Theorem 23. Let λ ą 0. We
consider the iterations$&%
Find un`1h P Σh such that, for all vh P Σh,
a‹pun`1h , vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h vh “ a
‹
λpu
n`1
h , vhq “ pλ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
unh vh `
ˆ
Ω
fvh,
(105)
with the initial condition u0h “ η
´1
 
Ω
f (or any function in Σh such that
η
 
Ω
u0h “
 
Ω
f). In view of (88), these problems are well-posed for any h ď h0,
where h0 is independent of η. They thus define a sequence u
n
h P Σh Ă H
1pΩq.
Furthermore, taking vh “ 1 as test function, we see that
λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h “ pλ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
unh `
ˆ
Ω
f.
Our choice of u0h implies that all the functions u
n
h share the same mean.
We next prove that the sequence tunhunPN converges to a solution to (104).
We recall that H 1´“0pΩq “
"
v P H1pΩq,
ˆ
Ω
v “ 0
*
. We infer from (105) that,
for any vh P Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq,
a‹pun`1h ´ u
n
h, vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
pun`1h ´ u
n
hq vh “ pλ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
punh ´ u
n´1
h q vh,
from which we deduce that
sup
vhPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
a‹pun`1h ´ u
n
h, vhq
}vh}H1pΩq
´λ}un`1h ´u
n
h}H1pΩq ď pλ´ηq}u
n
h´u
n´1
h }H1pΩq.
(106)
Using (91), we infer from (106) that
pγ ´ λq}un`1h ´ u
n
h}H1pΩq ď pλ´ ηq}u
n
h ´ u
n´1
h }H1pΩq.
Taking λ sufficiently small (so that 0 ă λ{pγ ´ λq ă 1) and η ă λ, we obtain
that the sequence tunhunPN converges in H
1pΩq to some u8h P Σh. Passing to the
limit nÑ8 in (105), we get that u8h is a solution to (104).
We now prove that (104) has a unique solution. Consider two solutions uh
and uh to (104). Then uh ´ uh P Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq and satisfies a‹puh ´ uh, vhq “
´η
ˆ
Ω
puh ´ uhq vh for any vh P Σh. We deduce from (91) that
γ}uh ´ uh}H1pΩq ď η}uh ´ uh}H1pΩq,
which implies, whenever η ă γ, that uh “ uh.
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Theorem 27 (Discretization of Problem (99)). We assume that (9)–(42)–(43)
hold, and that 0 ă η ď 1. Then, there exists h0 independent of η such that, for
sufficiently small η and any h ď h0, there exists a unique uh P Σh solution to
@vh P Σh, aηpuh, vhq “
ˆ
Ω
fvh. (107)
Proof. The proof follows the lines of that of Theorem 26. We consider the
iterations$&%
Find un`1h P Σh such that, for all vh P Σh,
apun`1h , vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h vh “ aλpu
n`1
h , vhq “ pλ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
unh vh `
ˆ
Ω
fvh,
(108)
with an initial condition u0h such that η
 
Ω
u0h σ1,h “
 
Ω
f σ1,h (where σ1,h satis-
fies (49) with g ” 0). We have shown in Proposition 16 that }σ1,h´ σ1}H1pΩq ď
Ch, and we have shown in Lemma 4 that σ1 is positive and bounded away from
0. We hence have
 
Ω
σ1,h ą 0 when h is sufficiently small, and it is thus possible
to pick u0h as a constant function.
The problems (108) are well-posed for any h ď h0, where h0 is independent
of η. Consider indeed a basis pϕiq1ďiďI of Σh. Since a
‹
λ satisfies the inf-sup
condition (88) on Σh as soon as h ď h0, we know that the matrix K, defined by
Kij “ a
‹
λpϕj , ϕiq for any 1 ď i, j ď I, is invertible. The matrix K
T is therefore
invertible. This implies that (108) is indeed well-posed for any h ď h0, and thus
defines a sequence unh P Σh Ă H
1pΩq. Furthermore, taking vh “ σ1,h as test
function, we see that
λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h σ1,h “ pλ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
unh σ1,h `
ˆ
Ω
f σ1,h.
Our choice of u0h implies that, for any n, we have
η
 
Ω
unh σ1,h “
 
Ω
f σ1,h. (109)
Let unh “ u
n
h ´
 
Ω
unh. We infer from (108) that, for any vh P Σh,
apun`1h , vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h vh “ pλ ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
unh vh `
ˆ
Ω
fvh.
We recall that H 1´“0pΩq “
"
v P H1pΩq,
ˆ
Ω
v “ 0
*
. Taking now vh P Σh X
H 1´
“0
pΩq, we get
apun`1h , vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
un`1h vh “ pλ ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
unh vh `
ˆ
Ω
fvh,
hence
apun`1h ´ u
n
h, vhq ` λ
ˆ
Ω
pun`1h ´ u
n
hq vh “ pλ ´ ηq
ˆ
Ω
punh ´ u
n´1
h q vh,
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from which we deduce that
sup
vhPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
apun`1h ´ u
n
h , vhq
}vh}H1pΩq
´λ}un`1h ´u
n
h}H1pΩq ď pλ´ηq}u
n
h´u
n´1
h }H1pΩq.
(110)
The bilinear form a‹ satisfies an infsup condition on Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq for h suffi-
ciently small (see (91)). Considering a basis pϕiq1ďiďI of ΣhXH
1´
“0
pΩq, we get
that the matrix K defined by Kij “ a
‹pϕj , ϕiq for any 1 ď i, j ď I, is invertible.
The matrix KT is therefore invertible, which implies that the bilinear form a
also satisfies an infsup condition on Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq (for h sufficiently small):
inf
whPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
sup
vhPΣhXH1´“0pΩq
apwh, vhq
}wh}H1pΩq }vh}H1pΩq
ě γa. (111)
We then infer from (110) that
pγa ´ λq}u
n`1
h ´ u
n
h}H1pΩq ď pλ ´ ηq}u
n
h ´ u
n´1
h }H1pΩq.
Taking λ sufficiently small (so that 0 ă λ{pγa ´ λq ă 1) and η ă λ, we obtain
that the sequence tunhunPN converges inH
1pΩq to some u8h P Σh. We also deduce
from (109) that
η
 
Ω
unh σ1,h ` η
 
Ω
unh
 
Ω
σ1,h “
 
Ω
f σ1,h.
Since
 
Ω
σ1,h ‰ 0, we obtain that
 
Ω
unh converges to some ℓ satisfying
η
 
Ω
u8h σ1,h ` η ℓ
 
Ω
σ1,h “
 
Ω
f σ1,h.
We thus get that the sequence tunhunPN converges inH
1pΩq to u8h :“ ℓ`u
8
h P Σh.
Passing to the limit nÑ8 in (108), we get that u8h is a solution to (107).
We now prove that (107) has a unique solution. Consider two solutions u1,h
and u2,h to (107). Introduce u1,h “ u1,h ´
 
Ω
u1,h and likewise for u2,h. Then
u1,h´u2,h P ΣhXH
1´
“0
pΩq and satisfies apu1,h´u2,h, vhq “ ´η
ˆ
Ω
pu1,h´u2,hq vh
for any vh P Σh XH
1´
“0
pΩq. We deduce from (111) that
γa}u1,h ´ u2,h}H1pΩq ď η}u1,h ´ u2,h}H1pΩq,
which implies, whenever η ă γa, that u1,h “ u2,h. The functions u1,h and
u2,h are thus equal up to the addition of a constant. Taking vh “ σ1,h as test
function in (107), we see that
η
ˆ
Ω
u1,h σ1,h “
ˆ
Ω
f σ1,h
and likewise for u2,h, which implies that u1,h “ u2,h.
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B.3 Weight function
For some κ ě 1, we set, for any x and z in Ω,
χzpxq “
a
|x´ z|2 ` pκhq2. (112)
It is easy to show that there exists C (independent of κ and h) such that
@T P Th, @z P Ω,
supxPT χzpxq
infxPT χzpxq
ď C.
Likewise, for any β P Nd and Λ P R, there exists C (independent of κ and h)
such that, for any x and z in Ω,ˇˇ
Bβpχ
Λ
z qpxq
ˇˇ
ď CχΛ´|β|z pxq. (113)
The following estimate will be useful:
Lemma 28. For any real number θ ą d, we have, for any x P Ω,
ˆ
Ω
χ´θz pxq dz ď Cd
1
pκhqθ´d
ˆ
1
d
`
1
θ ´ d
˙
, (114)
where Cd only depends on the dimension d.
Proof. Let R be the diameter of Ω, so that, for any x P Ω, we have Ω Ă BRpxq.
We write
ˆ
Ω
χ´θz pxqdz ď
ˆ
BRpxq
χ´θz pxqdz “ Cd
ˆ R
0
rd´1
pr2 ` pκhq2qθ{2
dr.
We split the integral from r “ 0 to r “ κh (for which we write that r2`pκhq2 ě
pκhq2) and from r “ κh to r “ R (for which we write that r2 ` pκhq2 ě r2). A
straightforward computation then leads to (114).
We recall some useful properties ofΣh, the subset ofH
1pΩq of piecewise affine
functions. First, for any Λ P R, there exists C such that, for any ψ P H1pΩq
such that ψ|T P H
2pT q for any T P Th, there exists Ihψ P Σh such that
ˆ
Ω
χΛz pψ ´ Ihψq
2 ` h2
ˆ
Ω
χΛz |∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ď Ch4
ÿ
TPTh
ˆ
T
χΛz |∇
2ψ|2 (115)
where C is independent of z, κ, h and ψ. Second, we have, for any Λ P R and
any ψh P Σh, that ˆ
Ω
χΛz |∇ψh|
2 ď Ch´2
ˆ
Ω
χΛz ψ
2
h. (116)
B.4 Numerical Green functions
For any element T P Th of the mesh, we introduce a function δT P C
8
0 pT q such
that δT ě 0 on T and
ˆ
T
δT “ 1.
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Let z P Ω such that z does not lie on an edge of the mesh. We call Kz the
element containing z, and set δz “ δKz . For any function P which is piecewise
constant on Th, we thus have
ˆ
Ω
δzP “
ˆ
Kz
δzP “ P pzq
ˆ
Kz
δz “ P pzq. (117)
It is possible to build δz such that it satisfies the following bounds:
@k P N, }∇kδz}L8pΩq ď
Ck
hd`k
.
Note that δz depends on h which is the diameter of Kz.
Let ν P Rd be a constant vector. Since δz P C80 pK
zq, we have that ν ¨∇δz P
L2pΩq. Problem (99) is thus well posed for the right-hand side ν ¨ ∇δz (see
Lemma 25). We hence define gz P H1pΩq such that
@v P H1pΩq, a‹ηpv, g
zq “ ´
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇δzq v. (118)
Likewise, we introduce gzh P Σh such that
@v P Σh, a
‹
ηpv, g
z
hq “ ´
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇δzq v. (119)
In view of Theorem 27, we know that there exists h0 independent of η such that,
for any h ă h0, the above problem is well-posed.
For any λ ą 0, we define
Mh,λ “ sup
zPΩ, z not on edges
dˆ
Ω
χd`λz
´
|gz ´ gzh|
2 ` |∇pgz ´ gzhq|
2
¯
(120)
with χz defined by (112). The following lemma will be most useful:
Lemma 29. We work under the assumptions of Proposition 18. Then there
exists h0 ą 0, λ ą 0, κ ě 1 (possibly depending on η) and Cκ,λ,η (possibly
depending on κ, λ and η) such that, for any h such that 0 ă h ď h0 and
κh ď 1, we have
M2h,λ ď Cκ,λ,η h
λ.
The proof of this lemma is postponed until Appendix C. The restriction
h ď h0 comes from the fact that the existence of g
z
h is only ensured for sufficiently
small h. A careful inspection of the proof shows that one can take κ “ C{η and
Cκ,λ,η “ C κ
d`λ η´2 for some C independent of κ, η and λ.
We proceed in the sequel of this Appendix B with the proof of Proposition 18.
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B.5 Proof of (62)
Let u and uh (resp. in H
1pΩq and Σh) satisfying the assumptions of Proposi-
tion 18. We write, for any fixed z not lying on the mesh edges, that
ν ¨∇uhpzq
“
ˆ
Ω
δz pν ¨∇uhq [eq. (117)]
“ ´
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇δzquh [int. by part and δ
z “ 0 on BΩ]
“ a‹ηpuh, g
z
hq [def. (119) of g
z
h and uh P Σh]
“ a‹ηpu, g
z
hq [Assumption (61) and g
z
h P Σh]
“ a‹ηpu, g
zq ` a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq
“ ´
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇δzqu` a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq [def. (118) of gz and u P H1pΩq]
“
ˆ
Ω
δz pν ¨∇uq ` a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq. [int. by part and δz “ 0 on BΩ] (121)
In Sections B.5.1 and B.5.2 below, we successively bound the two terms of the
right-hand side of (121). In Section B.5.3, we conclude the proof of (62).
B.5.1 Bound on the second term of the right hand side of (121)
In view of the assumptions of Proposition 18, we know that u P W 1,ppΩq for
some p ě 2. Let 1 ă q ď 2 such that
1 “
1
p
`
1
q
.
We know that gzh ´ g
z P H1pΩq Ă W 1,qpΩq. By Hölder inequality and since
0 ă η ď 1, we write that
|a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq|
ď
ˆ
Ω
|∇u| |∇pgzh ´ g
zq| ` }b}L8
ˆ
Ω
|u| |∇pgzh ´ g
zq| `
ˆ
Ω
|u| |gzh ´ g
z|
ď p1` }b}L8q
`
}τ´1z ∇u}LppΩq ` }τ
´1
z u}LppΩq
˘
ˆ
`
}τz∇pg
z
h ´ g
zq}LqpΩq ` }τzpg
z
h ´ g
zq}LqpΩq
˘
(122)
where the function τz is defined by (124) below. Since q ď 2, there exists s ą 1
such that 1 “ 1{s` q{2 (if q “ 2, we take s “ 8). Introducing real numbers α
and β such that α` β “ 1, we write
}τz∇pg
z
h ´ g
zq}q
LqpΩq ď }τ
αq
z }LspΩq
››τβqz |∇pgzh ´ gzq|q››L2{qpΩq .
We hence have
}τz∇pg
z
h ´ g
zq}
2
LqpΩq ď }τ
αq
z }
2{q
LspΩq
ˆ
Ω
τ2βz |∇pg
z
h ´ g
zq|2. (123)
Inspired by [17], we take
τz “ χ
pd`λq{p
z , 2β “ p, (124)
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where λ ą 0 and the parameter κ ě 1 in the definition (112) of χz are defined
in Lemma 29. We hence have τ2βz “ χ
d`λ
z . In view of the definition (120) of
Mh,λ, we infer from (123) that
}τz∇pg
z
h ´ g
zq}
2
LqpΩq ďM
2
h,λ }τ
αq
z }
2{q
LspΩq . (125)
Our choice of β implies that α “ 1 ´ β “ 1 ´ p{2 and αqs “ ´p, hence
}ταqz }
s
LspΩq “
›››χ´pd`λqz ›››
L1pΩq
, and therefore
}ταqz }
2{q
LspΩq “
›››χ´pd`λqz ›››2{pqsq
L1pΩq
“
›››χ´pd`λqz ›››pp´2q{p
L1pΩq
.
If s “ 8 (which corresponds to the case p “ q “ 2), the above estimate still
holds, since α “ 0 in that case. We thus get from (125) that
}τz∇pg
z
h ´ g
zq}LqpΩq ďMh,λ
›››χ´pd`λqz ›››pp´2q{p2pq
L1pΩq
.
We likewise have
}τzpg
z
h ´ g
zq}LqpΩq ďMh,λ
›››χ´pd`λqz ›››pp´2q{p2pq
L1pΩq
.
We then deduce from (122) that
|a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq|
ď 2 p1` }b}L8qMh,λ
›››χ´pd`λqz ›››pp´2q{p2pq
L1pΩq
`
}τ´1z ∇u}LppΩq ` }τ
´1
z u}LppΩq
˘
.
(126)
Using (114) with θ “ d` λ, and noting that χzpxq “ χxpzq, we get›››χ´pd`λqz ›››
L1pΩq
ď Cd
1
pκhqλ
ˆ
1
d
`
1
λ
˙
.
Inserting this estimate in (126), using Lemma 29 and the fact that κ ě 1, we
obtain
|a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq| ď Cκ,λ,η h
λ{2
ˆ
1
hλ
˙pp´2q{p2pq `
}τ´1z ∇u}LppΩq ` }τ
´1
z u}LppΩq
˘
where Cκ,λ,η is independent of h, but depends on κ, λ and η. We denote it Cη
in the sequel (since λ is fixed and κ a priori depends on η). We integrate the
p-th power of the above relation with respect to z:
ˆ
Ω
|a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq|p dz
ď Cη h
λ
ˆˆ
Ω
}τ´1z ∇u}
p
LppΩq dz `
ˆ
Ω
}τ´1z u}
p
LppΩq dz
˙
“ Cη h
λ
ˆˆ
Ω
|∇upxq|p
„ˆ
Ω
τ´pz pxqdz

dx`
ˆ
Ω
|upxq|p
„ˆ
Ω
τ´pz pxqdz

dx
˙
.
(127)
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Let us bound
ˆ
Ω
τ´pz pxqdz. We write, using again (114) with θ “ d` λ, that
@x P Ω,
ˆ
Ω
τ´pz pxqdz “
ˆ
Ω
χ´pd`λqz ď
C
hλ
.
We hence infer from (127) thatˆ
Ω
|a‹ηpu, g
z
h ´ g
zq|p dz ď Cη
ˆˆ
Ω
|∇u|p `
ˆ
Ω
|u|p
˙
ď Cη }u}
p
W 1,ppΩq. (128)
B.5.2 Bound on the first term of the right hand side of (121)
We denote
F pzq “
ˆ
Ω
δzpxq ν ¨∇upxq dx
the first term of the right-hand side of (121). Recalling that δz is supported in
Kz, and using the Hölder inequality, we have, for any z P Ω,
|F pzq| ď }∇u}LppKzq}δ
z}LqxpKzq.
We compute that
}δz}q
L
q
xpKzq
ď }δz}q
L8x pK
zq
ˆ
Kz
dx ď Ch´qd hd,
thus }δz}LqxpKzq ď Ch
´d{p, hence
|F pzq| ď C}∇u}LppKzq h
´d{p.
We integrate the p-th power of the above estimate with respect to z:ˆ
Ω
|F pzq|p dz ď Ch´d
ˆ
Ω
dz
ˆ
Kz
|∇upxq|p dx
“ Ch´d
ÿ
TPTh
ˆ
T
dz
ˆ
Kz
|∇upxq|p dx
“ Ch´d
ÿ
TPTh
ˆ
T
dz
ˆ
T
|∇upxq|p dx
“ Ch´d
ÿ
TPTh
hd
ˆ
T
|∇upxq|p dx
“ C
ˆ
Ω
|∇upxq|p dx, (129)
where we have used that Kz “ T when z P T .
B.5.3 Proof of (62)
The right-hand side of (121) is the sum of two functions of z, the Lp norm of
which is bounded from above (up to a multiplicative constant independent of
h) by }u}W 1,ppΩq, in view of (128) and (129). We thus get
}∇uh}LppΩq ď Cη }u}W 1,ppΩq
for any h ă h0pηq (this restriction comes from the fact that, in Lemma 29, we
work in the regime κh ď 1 for some κ that depends on η), where Cη and h0pηq
a priori depend on η. This concludes the proof of (62).
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B.6 Proof of (63)
To obtain a bound on u´ uh, we introduce the interpolant Ihu P Σh. We then
note that u ´ Ihu P H
1pΩq, uh ´ Ihu P Σh and that, in view of (61), we have,
for any v P Σh,
a‹η
´
pu´ Ihuq ´ puh ´ Ihuq, v
¯
“ 0.
Furthermore, we observe that u ´ Ihu P W
1,ppΩq. We are thus in position to
write (62), that is
}∇puh ´ Ihuq}LppΩq ď Cη }∇pu´ Ihuq}LppΩq.
Thus, we get that
}∇pu´uhq}LppΩq ď }∇pu´Ihuq}LppΩq`}∇pIhu´uhq}LppΩq ď Cη }∇pu´Ihuq}LppΩq
and we conclude using an approximation result (see e.g. [17, eq. (1.5)]), stating
that, for any u P W 2,ppΩq, we have }u ´ Ihu}W 1,ppΩq ď Ch}u}W 2,ppΩq. This
yields (63).
C Proof of Lemma 29
The proof of Lemma 29 relies on four technical results, that we state below and
prove in Appendix D. We next turn here to the proof of Lemma 29.
Proposition 30. Assume that b P pL8pΩqqd and that κ and h are such that
κh ď 1. Let w P H1pΩq and wh P Σh such that
@v P Σh, a
‹
ηpv, w ´ whq “ 0. (130)
We set e “ w ´ wh. Then there exists C ą 0, independent of η, κ and h, such
that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2
` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw|
2.
Lemma 31. Assume that (94) holds for any q such that 2d{pd ` 2q ă q ă 8.
Assume also that 2 ď d ď 3 and that 0 ă λ ă 4´ d. Let ζ ą 0 and x0 P Ω, and
set
χpxq “
a
|x´ x0|2 ` ζ2. (131)
Let f P H1pΩq. The solution v P H1pΩq to the problem
@φ P H1pΩq, a‹ηpv, φq “
ˆ
Ω
f φ (132)
satisfies ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λ
ˇˇ
∇2v
ˇˇ2
ď Cη ζ
´2
ˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λ
`
|f |2 ` |∇f |2
˘
,
where Cη is independent of x0 and ζ (but a priori depends on η), and where σ1
is the invariant measure defined by (16)–(17). In addition, Cη ď C{η
2 for some
C independent of η.
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Remark 32. Using the same arguments as for the proof of Lemma 31, it is
also possible to show that
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λ
ˇˇˇˇ
∇2
ˆ
v ´ σ1
 
Ω
v
˙ˇˇˇˇ2
ď Cζ´2
ˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λ
`
|f |2 ` |∇f |2
˘
,
where C is independent of η, x0 and ζ.
Proposition 33. Assume that b P pL8pΩqqd and that (94) holds for any q such
that 2d{pd` 2q ă q ă 8. Assume also that 2 ď d ď 3 and that 0 ă λ ă 4´ d.
Let w P H1pΩq and wh P Σh such that the Galerkin orthogonality (130)
holds. We set e “ w ´ wh. Then, for any ε ą 0 small enough, there exists
κ1pε, ηq ě 1 (which a priori depends on ε and η) such that, for any κ ě κ1pε, ηq
and any h such that κh ď 1, we have
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2 ď 8ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2,
where χz is defined by (112).
The proof of Proposition 33 shows that it is sufficient to take κ1pε, ηq ě
C
εη
for some C independent of ε and η.
Lemma 34. Assume that b P pL8pΩqqd, that (94) holds for any q such that
2d{pd` 2q ă q ă 8, and that (100) holds. Assume also that 2 ď d ď 3 and that
0 ă λ ă 4´ d. Consider χ defined by (131) and assume that ζ ď 1.
Let f P H10 pΩq and consider the solution v P H
1pΩq of the adjoint problem
@φ P H1pΩq, a‹ηpφ, vq “
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇fq φ. (133)
Then v satisfies
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ |∇2v|2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ |∇f |2 ` Cη ζ
´2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ f2,
where C is independent of η, x0 and ζ, and where Cη is independent of x0 and
ζ (and a priori depends on η).
The proof of Lemma 34 shows that Cη ď C{η
2 for some C independent of
η, x0 and ζ.
Thanks to the above results, we are in position to prove Lemma 29.
Proof of Lemma 29. From the assumptions of Lemma 29, we know that (9)–
(42)–(43) hold. We can thus take λ such that 0 ă λ ă 1 ď 4 ´ d, and all the
assumptions of Proposition 30, Lemma 31, Proposition 33 and Lemma 34 are
fulfilled.
Let gz and gzh be the solutions to (118) and (119). They satisfy the Galerkin
orthogonality (130), namely a‹ηpv, g
z ´ gzhq “ 0 for any v P Σh. Let ε ą 0
be small enough, as in Proposition 33. Combining Propositions 30 and 33, we
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obtain that there exists κ1pε, ηq ě 1 (a priori depending on ε and η) such that,
for any κ ě κ1pε, ηq and any h such that κh ď 1,ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ gzhq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ gzhq
2
ď pC ` 1q
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ gzhq
2
` C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ Ihg
zq2 `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ Ihg
zq|2
˙
ď 8pC ` 1qε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ gzhq|
2
` C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ Ihg
zq2 `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ Ihg
zq|2
˙
where C is independent of ε, κ and η. We pick ε such that 8pC ` 1qε ď 1{2 and
we obtain thatˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ gzhq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ gzhq
2
ď C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ Ihg
zq2 `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ Ihg
zq|2
˙
.
We have simply written that the error gz ´ gzh is bounded by the best approxi-
mation error. However, this is not a trivial estimate, as all errors are weighted.
We next proceed as follows, successively using (115) and the fact that h ď
κh ď χz :ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ gzhq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ gzhq
2
ď C
ˆ
Ω
`
χd`λ´2z h
4 ` χd`λz h
2
˘
|∇2gz|2 ď Ch2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇
2gz|2. (134)
For the final estimate, we have used the regularity assumption (100) with q “ 2.
Applying Lemma 34 with f ” δz P C80 pΩq and χ ” χz, we obtainˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇
2gz|2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇δ
z|2 `
Cη
κ2h2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz pδ
zq2
ď C
ˆ
Kz
χd`λz |∇δ
z |2 `
Cη
κ2h2
ˆ
Kz
χd`λz pδ
zq2
ď C h´d´2 }χz}
d`λ
L8pKzq
ˆ
1`
Cη
κ2
˙
,
where we have used that }δz}L8pKzq ď Ch
´d and }∇δz}L8pKzq ď Ch
´d´1.
Using that }χz}
2
L8pKzq ď Ch
2p1 ` κ2q, we get that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇
2gz|2 ď Cκ,λ,η h
λ´2, (135)
where Cκ,λ,η depends on κ, λ and η but not on h (more precisely, since 1 ď κ,
one can take Cκ,λ,η “ C κ
d`λ η´2). Introduce
Mh,λpzq “
dˆ
Ω
χd`λz
´
|gz ´ gzh|
2 ` |∇pgz ´ gzhq|
2
¯
,
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so that Mh,λ “ sup
z
Mh,λpzq. Using that χz is bounded (this is a consequence
of the regime κh ď 1), we write, collecting (134) and (135), that
M2h,λpzq ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pg
z ´ gzhq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z pg
z ´ gzhq
2 ď Cκ,λ,η h
λ.
Taking the supremum over z yields the claimed bound on Mh,λ and thus con-
cludes the proof of Lemma 29.
D Technical proofs
We collect in this Appendix the proofs of Proposition 30, Lemma 31, Proposi-
tion 33 and Lemma 34.
D.1 Proof of Proposition 30
We set e “ w ´ wh, re “ Ihw ´ wh and ψ “ χd`λz re. We haveˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ` η
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz e
2
“
ˆ
Ω
∇pχd`λz eq ¨∇e´
ˆ
Ω
e∇pχd`λz q ¨∇e` η
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz e
2
“ a‹ηpχ
d`λ
z e, eq ´
ˆ
Ω
pb ¨∇eq χd`λz e´
ˆ
Ω
e∇pχd`λz q ¨∇e
“ a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihw ` req, e˘´ ˆ
Ω
pb ¨∇eqχd`λz e´
ˆ
Ω
e∇pχd`λz q ¨∇e
“ a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihwq, e
˘
` a‹ηpψ, eq ´
ˆ
Ω
pb ¨∇eqχd`λz e´
ˆ
Ω
e∇pχd`λz q ¨∇e.
Using the Galerkin orthogonality (130) and the fact that η
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz e
2 ą 0, and
next the estimate (113), we getˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ď a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihwq, e
˘
` a‹ηpψ ´ Ihψ, eq ` }b}L8
ˆ
Ω
|∇e|χd`λz |e|
`
ˆ
Ω
|∇e| |∇pχd`λz q| |e|
ď a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihwq, e
˘
` a‹ηpψ ´ Ihψ, eq
` pC ` }b}L8}χz}L8q
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´1z |∇e| |e|.
Since we work in the regime κh ď 1, we have that, for any z P Ω,
}χz}L8 ď C, (136)
where C only depends on Ω. We deduce from the above estimate thatˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ď a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihwq, e
˘
` a‹ηpψ ´ Ihψ, eq ` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´1z |∇e| |e|
ď a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihwq, e
˘
` a‹ηpψ ´ Ihψ, eq
`
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2. (137)
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We successively estimate the first two terms of (137). For the first term, we
write, using estimate (113), the Cauchy Schwarz inequality and the Young in-
equality,ˇˇ
a‹η
`
χd`λz pw ´ Ihwq, e
˘ˇˇ
ď C
ˆ
Ω
|∇e|
´
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq| ` χ
d`λ´1
z |w ´ Ihw|
¯
` }b}L8pΩq
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |w ´ Ihw| |∇e| ` η
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |w ´ Ihw| |e|
ď C
ˆ
Ω
|∇e|
´
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq| ` χ
d`λ´1
z |w ´ Ihw|
¯
` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw| |e|
ď C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2
˙1{2 ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw|
2
˙1{2
` C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw|
2
˙1{2 ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2
˙1{2
ď
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw|
2
` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2. (138)
Estimating the second term of (137) is done in a similar fashion:
|a‹ηpψ ´ Ihψ, eq|
ď
ˆ
Ω
|∇e| |∇pψ ´ Ihψq| ` }b}L8pΩq
ˆ
Ω
|ψ ´ Ihψ| |∇e| ` η
ˆ
Ω
|ψ ´ Ihψ| |e|
ď C
ˆ
Ω
|∇e|
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq| ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
¯
`
ˆ
Ω
|ψ ´ Ihψ| |e|
ď C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2
˙1{2 ˆˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
¯˙1{2
`
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λz |e|
2
˙1{2ˆˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
˙1{2
ď
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ` C
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
¯
` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |e|
2. (139)
Collecting (137), (138) and (139), we obtain
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2
` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw|
2
` C
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
¯
. (140)
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We now bound the last term of (140) by finite element estimation (note that
ψ P H1pΩq and ψ|T P H
2pT q for any T P Th, since χz belongs to C
8pΩq andre P Σh; we are thus in position to use (115)):
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
¯
ď Ch2
ÿ
TPTh
ˆ
T
χ´d´λz
ˇˇ
∇2pχd`λz reqˇˇ2 [estimate (115) and def. of ψ]
ď Ch2
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|χd`λ´2z re|2 ` |χd`λ´1z |2 |∇re|2¯,
where, in the last line, we have used (113) and the fact that re is piecewise affine.
We next use the inverse inequality (116) and the fact that χ´2z ď h
´2:
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
¯
ď Ch2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4z |re|2 ` C ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |re|2 ď C ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |re|2.
Since re “ Ihw ´ wh “ Ihw ´ w ` e, we get
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pψ ´ Ihψq|
2 ` |ψ ´ Ihψ|
2
¯
ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2 ` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z pIhw ´ wq
2.
Inserting this estimate in (140), we obtain
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2
` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇pw ´ Ihwq|
2 ` χd`λ´2z |w ´ Ihw|
2.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 30.
D.2 Proof of Lemma 31
We choose some s such that
1 ď
2d
d` 2
ă s ă 2 (141)
and let s‹ “ sd{pd´ sq (note that s ă 2 ď d). From the Sobolev injections, we
know that there exists Cs such that
@g PW 1,spΩq, }g}Ls‹pΩq ď Cs}g}W 1,spΩq. (142)
The function f in the statement of Lemma 31 belongs to H1pΩq. Since s ă 2,
we see that f P W 1,spΩq Ă Ls
‹
pΩq. Since s ą
2d
d` 2
, we have s‹ ą 2 ą
2d
d` 2
.
We can thus use the regularity assumption (94) for s‹, from which we deduce
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that v P W 2,s
‹
pΩq. We set q “ s‹{2 ą 1 and write a Hölder inequality with
exponents q and q1:
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λ
ˇˇ
∇2v
ˇˇ2
ď
ˆˆ
Ω
χ´pd`λqq
1
˙1{q1 ››∇2v››2
L2qpΩq
“
ˆˆ
Ω
χ´pd`λqq
1
˙1{q1 ››∇2v››2
Ls
‹pΩq
ď C
ˆ
1
ζq
1pd`λq´d
˙1{q1
}v}2W 2,s‹ pΩq [eq. (114)] (143)
In view of (94), we have
}v}W 2,s‹ pΩq ď
››››v ´ σ1  
Ω
v
››››
W 2,s
‹ pΩq
` C
ˇˇˇˇ 
Ω
v
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C }f}Ls‹pΩq ` C
ˇˇˇˇ 
Ω
v
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Taking φ ” 1 in (132), we see that η
 
Ω
v “
 
Ω
f . Since s‹ ě 1, we get
}v}W 2,s‹ pΩq ď Cη }f}Ls‹pΩq (with Cη ď C{η).
Inserting this estimate in (143), and next using (142) for the function f P
W 1,spΩq, we deduce that
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λ
ˇˇ
∇2v
ˇˇ2
ď
C2η
ζλ`d{q
}f}2
Ls
‹pΩq ď
C2η
ζλ`d{q
}f}2W 1,spΩq. (144)
We now define q “ 2{s. Since s ă 2, we have q ą 1 and we can use the Hölder
inequality with exponents q and q1 to bound from above }∇f}s
LspΩq (and likewise
for }f}s
LspΩq):
}∇f}sLspΩq “
ˆ
Ω
χ´p4´d´λqs{2 χp4´d´λqs{2 |∇f |s
ď
ˆˆ
Ω
χ´p4´d´λqsq
1{2
˙1{q1 ˆˆ
Ω
χp4´d´λqqs{2 |∇f |qs
˙1{q
“
ˆˆ
Ω
χ´p4´d´λqs{p2´sq
˙p2´sq{2 ˆˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λ |∇f |2
˙1{q
.(145)
We now observe that
2d
4´ λ
ă 2 since λ ă 4´d. Consequently, we can pick a real
number s satisfying (141) and s ą
2d
4´ λ
. This implies that p4´d´λqs{p2´sq ą
d. In (145), we are thus in position to use (114) with θ “ p4 ´ d´ λqs{p2 ´ sq.
We thus obtain
}∇f}sLspΩq ď Cζ
p´4`d`λqs{2`dp2´sq{2
ˆˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λ |∇f |2
˙1{q
and likewise for }f}s
LspΩq. Inserting these estimates in (144), we deduce that
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λ
ˇˇ
∇2v
ˇˇ2
ď
C2η
ζλ`d{q
ζp´4`d`λq`dp2´sq{s
ˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λ
`
|f |2 ` |∇f |2
˘
.
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We have 1{q “ 2{s‹ “ 2{s ´ 2{d, so that λ ` d{q “ λ ` 2d{s ´ 2 while p´4 `
d` λq ` dp2´ sq{s “ ´4` λ` 2d{s. We then obtain
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λ
ˇˇ
∇2v
ˇˇ2
ď C2η ζ
´2
ˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λ
`
|f |2 ` |∇f |2
˘
,
which concludes the proof of Lemma 31.
D.3 Proof of Proposition 33
Consider the problem (93) for the right-hand side f “ χd`λ´2z e, which is indeed
in L2pΩq. We denote v P H1pΩq its solution, and thus have
@φ P H1pΩq, a‹ηpv, φq “
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z e φ.
Taking e as a test function in the above problem, we get, using the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality,
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2
“ a‹ηpv, eq
“ a‹ηpv ´ Ihv, eq [Galerkin orthogonality (130)]
ď C
„ˆ
Ω
χd`λz
`
e2 ` |∇e|2
˘1{2 „ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pv ´ Ihvq|
2 ` |v ´ Ihv|
2
¯1{2
.
Let ε ą 0. Using the Young inequality, we deduce that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z |e|
2
ď ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz
`
e2 ` |∇e|2
˘
`
C2
4ε
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz
´
|∇pv ´ Ihvq|
2 ` |v ´ Ihv|
2
¯
. (146)
We now use the regularity assumption (94) for the problem (93) with the right
hand side f defined above, which states that v belongs to H2pΩq (note indeed
that
2d
d` 2
ă 2). We are thus in position to use the finite element estimate (115).
Inserting (115) in (146), we get
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z e
2 ď ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz
`
e2 ` |∇e|2
˘
`
Ch2
ε
ˆ
Ω
χ´d´λz |∇
2v|2. (147)
We now use Lemma 31, with χ “ χz, noting that the right-hand side f “
χd`λ´2z e is in H
1pΩq. We thus deduce from (147), successively using Lemma 31
and estimate (113), that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z e
2
ď ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz
`
e2 ` |∇e|2
˘
`
Ch2
ε
Cη
κ2h2
ˆ
Ω
χ4´d´λz
`
|χd`λ´2z e|
2 ` |∇pχd`λ´2z eq|
2
˘
ď ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz
`
e2 ` |∇e|2
˘
`
Cη
εκ2
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2 `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z e
2
˙
,
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where Cη only depends on η (and satisfies Cη ď C{η
2). For any fixed ε, we take
κ1pε, ηq ě 1 such that, when κ ě κ1pε, ηq, we have
Cη
εκ2
ď minpε, 1{2q. We thus
deduce that, for any κ ě κ1pε, ηq,
1
2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z e
2 ď ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz e
2 ` 2ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2
ď ε}χz}
2
L8
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2z e
2 ` 2ε
ˆ
Ω
χd`λz |∇e|
2.
Since we work in the regime κh ď 1, we are in position to use (136), and thus
ε}χz}
2
L8 ď Cε for a constant C that only depends on Ω. Taking ε small enough
(namely such that Cε ď 1{4), we get the claimed bound. This concludes the
proof of Proposition 33.
D.4 Proof of Lemma 34
Since (100) holds and ν ¨∇f P L2pΩq, we have that v P H2pΩq. Expanding the
expression ∇2
`
χpd`λq{2 v
˘
, we find (using (113) for χ rather than χz) that
χd`λ |∇2v|2 ď
ˇˇˇ
∇2
´
χpd`λq{2v
¯ˇˇˇ2
` C
`
χd`λ´2 |∇v|2 ` χd`λ´4 v2
˘
. (148)
We now identify an equation satisfied by χpd`λq{2v, which will be useful to
estimate its second derivatives. For any φ P H1pΩq, we have
a‹η
´
φ, χpd`λq{2v
¯
“
ˆ
Ω
∇φ ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2v
¯
` φ b ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2 v
¯
` η φχpd`λq{2v
“ a‹η
´
χpd`λq{2φ, v
¯
`
ˆ
Ω
∇φ ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2v
¯
` φ b ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2 v
¯
´
ˆ
Ω
∇
´
χpd`λq{2φ
¯
¨∇v ´
ˆ
Ω
χpd`λq{2φ b ¨∇v
“ a‹η
´
χpd`λq{2φ, v
¯
`
ˆ
Ω
v∇φ ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
´
ˆ
Ω
φ∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
¨∇v `
ˆ
Ω
φ v b ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
“
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇fqχpd`λq{2φ`
ˆ
Ω
v∇φ ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
´
ˆ
Ω
φ∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
¨∇v `
ˆ
Ω
φ v b ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
“
ˆ
Ω
F φ`
ˆ
BΩ
Gφ,
where
F “ χpd`λq{2 pν¨∇fq´div
”
v∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯ı
´∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
¨∇v`v b¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
and
G “ v n ¨∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
.
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Let ζ “ χpd`λq{2v. We see that ζ P H1pΩq and is such that, for any φ P H1pΩq,
a‹ηpφ, ζq “
ˆ
Ω
F φ`
ˆ
BΩ
Gφ.
Due to the presence of G, we cannot directly use the regularity result (100).
We are instead going to use Lemma 5, which states a regularity result for (non-
homogeneous) Neumann problems. We write that ζ satisfies
´∆ζ ` b ¨∇ζ ` ηζ “ F in Ω, ∇ζ ¨ n “ G on BΩ,
that we recast in the form
´∆ζ “ rF in Ω, ∇ζ ¨ n “ G on BΩ, (149)
with rF “ F ´ b ¨∇ζ ´ ηζ, that is
rF “ χpd`λq{2 pν ¨∇fq ´ div ”v∇´χpd`λq{2¯ı
´∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯
¨∇v ´ χpd`λq{2b ¨∇v ´ ηχpd`λq{2v.
We wish to use Lemma 5 for the problem (149). Since f P H1pΩq, χ P C8,
v P H1pΩq and b P pL8pΩqqd, we see that rF P L2pΩq. We have v P H1pΩq thus
G P H1{2pBΩq. We are thus in position to use Lemma 5 with p “ 2 on (149)
(see also [5, Theorem 3.12 and Remark 3.13]), which implies that
}∇2ζ}L2pΩq “
›››∇2 ´χpd`λq{2v¯›››
L2pΩq
ď C
ˆ››› rF ›››
L2pΩq
` }G}H1{2pBΩq
˙
(150)
where C is of course independent of η. We integrate (148) and use (150):
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ|∇2v|2 ď C
ˆ››› rF ›››2
L2pΩq
` }G}2H1{2pBΩq `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2 |∇v|2 `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4 v2
˙
.
Since we work in the regime ζ ď 1, we have that }χ}L8 ď C for some C that
only depends on Ω. Using in addition the bounds (113), we deduce from the
above estimate that there exists C independent of η, x0 and ζ such that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ|∇2v|2 ď C}G}2H1pΩq`C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ pν ¨∇fq2`χd`λ´2 |∇v|2`χd`λ´4 v2.
(151)
For the first term above, we see that |G| ď C |v| |χ|pd`λq{2´1, thus }G}2L2pΩq ď
C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2 v2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4 v2. In addition, we have
|∇G| ď |∇v|
ˇˇˇ
∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯ˇˇˇ
` |v| |∇n|
ˇˇˇ
∇
´
χpd`λq{2
¯ˇˇˇ
` |v|
ˇˇˇ
∇2
´
χpd`λq{2
¯ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
|∇v| χpd`λq{2´1 ` |v| χpd`λq{2´1 ` |v| χpd`λq{2´2
¯
and thus
}∇G}2L2pΩq ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2 |∇v|2 ` χd`λ´4 v2.
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We hence deduce from (151) that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ|∇2v|2 ď C
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λ pν ¨∇fq2 ` χd`λ´4 v2 ` χd`λ´2 |∇v|2
˙
. (152)
We are now left with bounding the two last terms in (152) in terms of f . We
start with the last term, and write
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2 |∇v|2
“
ˆ
Ω
∇
`
χd`λ´2v
˘
¨∇v ´
ˆ
Ω
v∇
`
χd`λ´2
˘
¨∇v
“ a‹η
`
χd`λ´2v, v
˘
´
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2v b ¨∇v ´ η
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2v2 ´
ˆ
Ω
v∇
`
χd`λ´2
˘
¨∇v.
Using (133), we see that
a‹η
`
χd`λ´2v, v
˘
“
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇fqχd`λ´2v.
We thus get that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2|∇v|2
“
ˆ
Ω
pν¨∇fqχd`λ´2v´
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2v b¨∇v´η
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2v2´
ˆ
Ω
v∇
`
χd`λ´2
˘
¨∇v.
We next proceed using the Young inequality and (113):
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2|∇v|2
ď
1
2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ|ν ¨∇f |2 `
1
2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4v2 `
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2|∇v|2 `
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2|b|2v2
`
1
4
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2|∇v|2 ` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4v2,
which implies that
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´2|∇v|2 ď C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ|∇f |2 ` C
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4v2. (153)
We now turn to the second term of (152). We pick some P 1 ą max
ˆ
d
2
,
d
4´ d´ λ
˙
(note that 4´ d´λ ą 0) and write the Hölder’s inequality with P 1 and its con-
jugate exponent P (note that P 1 ą d{2 ě 1):
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4v2 ď
ˆˆ
Ω
χpd`λ´4qP
1
˙1{P 1 ˆˆ
Ω
v2P
˙1{P
ď Cζpd`λ´4q`d{P
1
ˆˆ
Ω
v2P
˙1{P
, (154)
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where we have used (114) with θ “ P 1p4 ´ d ´ λq, which is indeed larger than
d. Note that the last factor of (154) is finite, as we have v P H2pΩq Ă L8pΩq
(recall that d ď 3).
We next use a duality argument to bound }v}L2P pΩq in terms of f . Let
w P H1pΩq solve (93) with a right-hand side equal to signpvq |v|2P´1:
For any φ P H1pΩq, a‹ηpw, φq “
ˆ
Ω
signpvq |v|2P´1 φ. (155)
Taking v as test function in (155), we get
}v}2PL2P “
ˆ
Ω
`
signpvq |v|2P´1
˘
v
“ a‹ηpw, vq [def. of w]
“
ˆ
Ω
pν ¨∇fqw [def. (133) of v]
“ ´
ˆ
Ω
f pν ¨∇wq [int. by parts and f P H10 pΩq]
ď }f}LrpΩq}∇w}Lr1 pΩq
with r “
2Pd
2P ` d
. Note that r ą 1 since P ą 1 ě
d
2pd´ 1q
. We have that
r1 “
ˆ
1´
1
2P
´
1
d
˙´1
, and we note that W 1,2P {p2P´1qpΩq Ă Lr
1
pΩq. Using
that Sobolev injection, we deduce from above that
}v}2PL2P ď C}f}LrpΩq}∇w}W 1,2P {p2P´1qpΩq. (156)
We now bound from above }∇w}W 1,2P {p2P´1qpΩq using the regularity (94), which
indeed holds since 2P {p2P ´ 1q ą 2d{pd` 2q (this condition is equivalent to the
condition P 1 ą d{2, which we have enforced when choosing P 1). We thus write
}∇w}W 1,2P {p2P´1qpΩq ď }w}W 2,2P {p2P´1qpΩq
ď
››››w ´ σ1  
Ω
w
››››
W 2,2P {p2P´1qpΩq
` C
ˇˇˇˇ 
Ω
w
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
››signpvq|v|2P´1››
L2P {p2P´1qpΩq
` C
ˇˇˇˇ 
Ω
w
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Taking φ ” 1 in (155), we obtain η
 
Ω
w “
 
Ω
signpvq |v|2P´1, and we thus
deduce from above that
}∇w}W 1,2P {p2P´1qpΩq ď Cη
››signpvq|v|2P´1››
L2P {p2P´1qpΩq
(with Cη ď C{η).
Inserting this estimate in (156), we get
}v}2PL2P ď Cη}f}LrpΩq
››signpvq|v|2P´1››
L2P {p2P´1qpΩq
“ Cη}f}LrpΩq}v}
2P´1
L2P pΩq.
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Since v P L2P pΩq, we deduce that }v}L2P pΩq ď Cη}f}LrpΩq. Inserting this
in (154), we obtain
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4v2 ď C2η ζ
2dp1´1{rq`λ´2 }f}2LrpΩq [Writing P
1 in terms of r]
ď C2η ζ
2dp1´1{rq`λ´2
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λf2
˙ˆˆ
Ω
χ´pd`λqr{p2´rq
˙p2´rq{r
where we have eventually used a Hölder inequality with q “ 2{r. Note that
q ą 1 (that is, r ă 2) as a consequence of the fact that P 1 ą d{2. We next
see that r ą 1 ą
2d
2d` λ
, which implies that pd ` λqr{p2 ´ rq ą d, so we are in
position to use (114), which yields
ˆ
Ω
χd`λ´4v2 ď C2η ζ
2dp1´1{rq`λ´2
ˆˆ
Ω
χd`λf2
˙
ζ´pd`λq`dp2´rq{r
ď C2η ζ
´2
ˆ
Ω
χd`λf2. (157)
Collecting (152), (153) and (157) yields the desired estimate and concludes the
proof of Lemma 34.
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